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REBELS DASH SIX THOUSAND KEEPING UP WEDGE FOR CONFERENCE ON CLAKGY DIFFERS TOM HUBBELL
110 PITA IEH 01 STRIKE wrm FICTION FREE TRADE GIT! PLANNING WITH OWEN KILLS HIMSELF
Insurrectos Are Apparently Furniture Workers at Grand Library Committee Has Add-
ed
Majority of Ways and Means Mayor Seligman Asked to Attorney General Answers Found Dead in a Chair at
Drawing a Cordon Around Rapids Are Refused Any Five Volumes For Committee Makes Its Name Delegates to It at Senator's Strictures on His Home Early This
Juarez Concessions Month of April First Report Philadelphia Constitution Morning
PEACE NEGOTIATIONS ' AGWN ErIORE WASES SHORTER HOURS THEY'RE BOOKS WORTH WHILE i LUEWBER ON THE FREE LIST PRACTICAL H IS KEYNOTE HOT BIFRCOLT TO iffifl ILL WITH FATAL DISEASE
Washington Star Prints a Col-
umn Interview in Defense
of New Mexico.
Employers Base Their Action on
the Unsatisfactory Status
of Trade.
It Is Likely That President Diaz
Will Step Down Within Cer-
tain Time.
Mayors of All Cities in Country
Are Vitally
Plan by Which Best Novels Are
Added as Rapidly as
Published.
Was Former Sheriff of Ber-
nalillo County and a Lead-
ing Politician.
Long List of Articles From
Which Democrats Propose
to Take Protection.
Washington, April The majori Governor Mills has appointed the
following notaries: Harry J. Fincke,
Moriarty, Torance county; (jeorge W.
Koun, Montoya, Quay county, and Ijhi-ren- t
Alfred Rousseau, Estaucia, Tor- -
ranca county.
First Fishing Licenses.
The first four fishing licenses were
sold in the Game Warden's office yes- -
tcrday to who Intend lo
fish in our streams this year.
Land Entries. t
The following are the land entries
at the local laud office yesterday:
Manuel Juayras, Wagon Mound; Geo.
W. Sheridan, Progreso; Andrew J. j
Scarborough, Cutter; Andrew Eblen.
Mcintosh; Lorenzo Roybal, Hilario;
Vicente Chavez, Atarque; Alonzo R.
Joyce, Taos; Albino Sena, Chaperito;
Antonio Casazza, Farmington; Joseph
.VI. Higgins, Springer.
Clark Will Go to Raton.
The Colfax County Teachers' Asso-
ciation will meet on next Friday and
Saturday in Raton and will hold its
secsions in the M. E. church. Super--;
Mayor Arthur Seligman lias receiv-
ed an invitation from Hon. John E.
Key burn, mayor of Philadelphia, to
atteud the third conference on City
riauning to be held in Philadelphia
May 15, 11 aim 17. .Mayor seligman
was educated in Philadelphia and is
very anxious to attend this meeting
which is of great importance to the
mayors of all cities in the land, deal-
ing as it does with the practical side
of city building rather than making
a city beautiful. Mayor Seligman
will probably appoint representatives
to the meeting this week.
The letter of Mayor Reyburn is as
follows:
Hon. Arthur Seligman, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir As mayor of Philadelphia
and on behalf of our city officials and
the citizens of Philadelphia, as wcl!
as on behalf of the officers and mem-
bers of the National City Planning
Conference, it gives me great pleas-
ure to extend to you and your munici-
pal officers a cordial invitation to at-
tend the third conference on city plan-
ing to be held in our city on May 15.
10 and 17.
City planning has assumed such
vast importance to all our growing
cities that I feel this is an unprece-
dented opportunity which public off-
icials and interested citizens of our
progressive cities cannot afford to
neglect.
City Planning is not the city beau-
tiful but the city practical, and the
movement has now progressed suffi
ciently far in America to make the
intondent J. E. Clark of Santa Fe.-o- the legal prohibition of gambling,
will be present on that occasion and He was in the thick of the political
will address the teachers on various lights of those day3 and was consid-matter- s
of professional and general ered a strong Republican leader. He
interest. Attention has been given! was fearless sr- energetic, a good
towards making this two days' ses-- ! tr.ixer who cou. j give as well as take,sion as interesting and profitable as Oi la'e years, he has been deputy
possible. Through the efforts of the CCal inspector and engaged in vari-eount- y
superintendent a good program 0u's enterprises, but ill health kept,
consisting of addresses and musical j him in its grip of late. He washas been arranged. riecl twice. Recently a brother, Felipe
Addition to Miners' Hospital. Hubbell, of Pajaivo, died. Former
At. the recent meeting of the di-- 1 County Treasurer Frank A. Hubbell,
deliberations of this coming congress t Rat0I1 H determined to build in New MCUC' noli-o-great practical value to the mayors: a north wing aduuion t0 the pre8ellt f!"'rectors ot tne Miners hosmtal hoardhospital building at Raton, correspond- -
in size and architecture to the
.,lh ,,.! .,,l,lii ),:! 1.....
.Tii .,a,i,i -- -.
k o . .: , . .. .
uj ,.u Il ue l u Biunr:a til
height, with provision made for ten
of all our cities, to the city engineers.!
to the street commissioners and all
other public officials who have to deal
witu streets, parits, water-ways- , uuiiu- -
ine regulations, imblic buildings, tran-- 1- '
sit, etc.
The uninu featu-- e of the comine1 ne had but a few more days to live,guegt r0oms and a parlor on the first'.,. . .
congress is that it is to be a practical OOI. and a te.room ward 0 the secJHlS heart had been g,vmg out and hediscussion by recognized experts ot as kept ahve only by the admin.stra-liv- eond !ioor. The a(Jlition of tWa new
questions and not simply long iroom has 1)een made lmcratlve b ; on of stimulants. Between three and
speeches which will have no interest rTle Increased demand made upon ' the j fmir rcl,0tkh s . morning, the shotfor the men who are dealing with hosmtal-- fac.imie8 (luring tne pa8t!a rBeti h'8 A
these problems day by day. 1 enclose 8evera, nlonths and the recent trans-- j' . fV0 vcr '"wherewith a preliminary program giv-.te- r of lhe Rocby Mountain patients ; "Kalns !"8 ,hea,rt and. !he
from the Gardiner hospital. The;ibat'k of ,he cn:ur on wmcn ne was Btt,, rr, ,.,,, T rhri.,c v r..r
ing you an iciea oi tne range ana in- -
terest and variety of the topics which
are to be discussed Free discussion' h,.i.!unS anu also lne aiator nearny. a
is to be a special feature of the con-!,.- ,,
Grand Rapids, Mich., April 19. The
long expected strike of furniture work-- ;
ers at Grand Rapids which has been
hanging fire several weeks, was offi- - j
cially declared this morning. About j
6,000 union men in nearly sixty fac-
tories walked out. The strike result-
ed from the refusal of the manufac-
turers to grant any concessions to the
men who had asked a ten per cent
wage increase, a nine hour day and
the abolition of piece work. The em-
ployers based their refusal on trade
conditions.
CIGARET HABIT IS
GROWING AMONG WOMEN.
One of Every Ten in New York
Smokes Ten Coffin Nails a
Day.
New York, April 19. Number of
cigarets consumed in the United
States in 1910, 9,500,000,000; estimat-
ed number of women smokers, 1,800,-00-
estimated number of women in
New York who smoke, 95.000; esti-
mated number of cigarets they smoke
in one year, 34.673,000.
The cigaret habit is spreading to an
alarming degree among the women of
the United States and particularly
those living in New York, according
to estimates made by the sales man-
ager of one of the largest cigaret com-
panies in the world.
The expert said that he figured that
one woman out of every ten in New
York smoked.
"This may sound startling," he
said, "but I believe that if any error
exists it is on the side of conserva-
tism. I have allowed for one cigaret
a day only, which rs a very small
average. Women who smoke as a set-tie- d
habit will probably consume
an average of ten a day.
"When we first began to compile
the figures it seemed for a time that
Boston would lead New York, but
when the full returns began to come
in, New York was in the lead with-
out very close second...
"Chicago, because of population,
probably comes next to New York.
But there is a very large consumption
of women's cigarets in San Francisco.
I attribute this to the cosmopolitan
character of the city. Boston con-
sumes a great many. The consump-
tion in Philadelphia and Denver is
very large."
MUST START CAMMORIST
TRIAL OVER AGAIN.
Viterbo, April 19. The trial of the
Neapolitan Cammorists may be halt-
ed and a new investigation into the
murder of Genaro C Cuoccolo ordered
on the ground that the informer Ge-
naro Abbatemaggio was an accom-
plice in the crime.
This possibility rests on the truth
of a sensational report circulated on
the resumption of the trial today. The
report is that if the evidence already
prepared by the state appears insuff-
icient to convict the accused, Abbate-gagi- o
will confess complicity in the
assassination of Cuoccolo. It Is said
he will swear that while he was not
one of those who struck the death
blows, he witnessed the killing in the
role of a picket. If this confession is
made the trial will be stopped as a
new inquiry into the facts of the
crime may be necessary.
CUT TIMBER ALONG
NEW MEXICO BOUNDARY.
Denver, Colo., April 19. In two
suits filed in the federal district
court by United States District At-
torney Ward, William O. Dutton is
accused of securing timber lands il-
legally and of cutting and selling over
500,000 feet of lumber wrongfully.
In the first case the government
charges Dutton, who 'a a land owner
in Archuleta county, with securing the
services of James W. Dunlap for the
purpose of posing as an entryman in
gaining possession of 120 acres of
land in Archuleta county, and of later
transferring the land to Dutton. It is
alleged Dutton then cut a certain
amount of timber and sold It to Chaun-ce- y
W. Houser for $2,016.
In the second case, William H.
Johnson is said to have been the en-
tryman employed by Dutton to secure
120 acres of land, and that the Pagosa
Lumber Co., of Pagosa Springs, pur-
chased a large amount of timber from
"Mr. Dutton, which the government
charges was cut from land belonging
to the United States.
that thousands of Japanese In America have gone from this country in
the past few months and many oth
ers are preparing to go. If Washing-
ton is not aware of this fact, it is my
opinion that it is time Investigations
were made." It is Mr. O'Brien's
opinion, based upon observations In
this country and elsewhere, that the
Japanese government is preparing to
make certain demands and if these are
not granted resort to a passage of
arms.
Five new works of fiction were add-
ed to the "pay shelves'' of the Wom-
an's Board of Trade Library yester-
day, thus augmenting the "latest fic
tion" shelves with five noteworthy
productions of recent date. Each of
them is a volume fully up to high
standards as a literary production and
cf intense interest and no one who
makes any pretense to keeping up
with English literature of the day will
f.--Jl to read these books. They are:
"The Patrician," by John Galsworthy,
which the Outlook of recent date de-
scribes
j
as the masterpiece of this
great author and a book really worth
while. Its delineation of character is
deemed masterful, realistic and tru-?- . j
Another book is "When Half Gods
Go," by Helen Martin, the Pennsylva-
nia girl who leaped into fame with
her character delineations of Pennsylvania-
-Germans embodied in such
pleasing novels as "Tillie, the Menno-nit- e
Maid." Then there is "The
Dweller on the Threshold," by so seri-
ous an artist as Robert Hichens, one
of the foremost novelists of the day
and "The Lever" by Orcutt, while
"The Uncrowned King" by Wright
concludes the list for this month. The
books are paid " for by those taking j
them out, paying five cents for each
volume, and when each book has been
out sufficient number of times to cov-
er the cost, it is put on the free
shelves. Thus, those desirous of
reading first class fiction as soon as
it is published have the opportunity
for a nominal sum, and at the same
time, the library is enabled to keep
quite up to date in its fiction depart-
ment. The selections are carefully
made by the library committee and
the patronage thus far has enabled
the committee to add five volumes
each month.
SOUTHWEST FLOODED WITH
COUNTERFEIT SILVER MONEY
Denver, Colorado, Is Distributing
Point fop Spurious Dimes, Quar-
ters and Haives.
El Paso, Texas, April 19 For the
past three months counterfeit half dol-
lars and quarters have been numer-
ous In certain localities in southwest
Texas. Secret service men have been
trying for some time to locate the
source of supply, it being evident this
spurious coin was made aX some point
in Texas. A short time ago, two men
were arrested at El Paso and it was
thought at that time the heads of the
gang had been apprehended. Lately,
however, much of this spurious coin
has been in circulation and to the two
denominations named a dollar of-- ex-
cellent workmanship nas been added.
From this it is believed that fhe men
arrested in El Paso were not the man-
ufacturers, but merely engaged in
passing the counterfeit money. A few
days ago a man was arrested in Den-
ver who, it is alleged, made the most
dangerous counterfeit quarters,
halves, and dollars that have ever
been made in this country. Since the
arrest of this man, secret service men
believe that the money passed in
Texas is the Colorado product. It has
been learned that this money could
be bought for 5f0 cents on the dollar.
It appears that operations have been
carried on not only In Texas but in
other parts of the south among ne
groes and Italians. The coins are so
perfectly made they can not be de-
tected by the workmanship. They
are overweight, however, and do not
ring quije clearly when given the res-
onance test. It is believed that many
thousand dollars of this spurious coin
have been put in circulation. So far,
detectives are at a loss to know who
is responsible for the presence of this
money in this part of the state.
WOODROW WILSON IS
FAVORITE IN TEXAS.
Democrats of That State Seem to
Prefer Him for Presidential
Candidate in 1912.
Dallas, Texas, April 19. Expres-
sions of opinion by Democrats in
southwest Texas indicate that Wood-ro-
Wilson of New Jersey is a fav-
orite for the presidential nomination
next year. It is true that Speaker
Champ Clark has many friends, but
present expression of opinion is large-
ly in favor of Wilson. Marshall of
Indiana is not thought to be a presi
dential possibility.
DRUNKEN SUNDAY BRAWL
RESULTS IN MURDER.
Four men employed by the Ameri-
can Exploration and Mining. Com
pany, at Clear Lake in the western
part of Grant county, engaged in a
drunken brawl last Sunday and
Frede was shot in the head
and instantly ' killed. The others,
Aguildone Analia, Pedro Codero and
iosa Casares, were arrested by Depu-
ty Uheriff Moore and brought to Sil-
ver City yesterday. Analia was
painfuliy wounded in the left les? and
W83 pent to the hospital for treatment.
ty report of the ways and means com-- ;
mittee on the farmers free!
list bill was submitted to the House
today by Chairman Underwood. The'
report shows that the bill would re--'
jduce the tariff revenue $10,016,495, anj
amount described as "inconsiderable!
in comparison with the great saving
and advantages to all our people from j
additions to the free list provided for."
Quoting President Taft's recent Ca- -
Inadian reciprocity speeches, the re-- j
port seeks to convey the impression:
that the administration is convinced!
that the protective tariff rates are tooi
high. The Canadian reciprocity agree--'
now before the House "says
the report," is a recognition by. the:
administration of the injurious effects
of the extreme protective policy which;
so long has been imposed upon the;
.country and is an effort to mitigate;
its effects." "The reciprocity agree--
jment, the report continues, can-- j
not afford the people of the Vnit-- ;
ed States all the needed relief from j
the high prices. The report, takes upj
in detail the list of at tides included j
in the free bill. It ssys that agricul-- j
jtural implements, bagging and paling
materials, hoops, bands and. ties of!
iron and steel, barbed wire for fenc-- j
ling, are all controlled by trusts audi
jhigh duties forced the farmers to pay
them tribute. All forms of leather,!
hides, shoes, harness, saddlery, etc.j
are placed on the free list as of bene-- l
fit to agricultural producers a3 well
as to all the people. The beef trust!
is assailed in a discussicn of the free-listin-
of fresh meats and meat pro-
ducts. For the reason that, the "pub-
lic desire that no artificial shelter be
maintained to protect abnormally
high prices on food articles in any
form.'" The bill also seeks exemp-
tion from duty on wheat, rye and
buckwheat flour, corn meal and all
prepared cereal foods, biscuits, bread
and similar articles not sweetened.
The bill places on the free list lum-
ber, hardwood excepted, sewing ma-
chines ' " "and salt.
Bills By Andrews.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 1!). Dele-
gate W. H. Andrews introduced a bill
today for the relief of Serapio Rome-
ro, Las Vegas, to the amount of
$1,106; for the relief of Reyes Salas
of Torrance county, $6,000, both loss
from Apache depredations; for the re-
lief of Alfred Miller, second lieuten-
ant of the second regiment of Mis-
souri state militia cavalry, $1S0.
Pensions.
Theodore Reimer, of the 17th Unit-
ed States infantry; Juan O. Valdez of
Captain Gallegos' company in New
Mexico; Nanecce Valentia and Leo--
nisco Martin of St. Vrain's regiment;
Antonio Salazar of Captain Romero's
company, third regiment; Clara A.
Griego, widow of Juan A. Griego, com
pany B, New Mexico volunteers;
Peter( Minor, Company A, 11th U. S.
cavalry; William C. Stinford, captain
of Bradford's regiment, Mississippi;
John Lilly, Company K, Ninth U. 3.
cavalry; H. C. Smith, pilot in the war
of the rebellion, each $30.
CLOSES
PUBLIC, SCHOOL
Whereupon Population at
Malaga Lays Its Troubles
Before Court
GUILTY OF CAPITAL GRIMES
David House Convicted For
Manslaughter and S. Mar-
tinez For Murder.
Carlsbad, X. M., April 19. l
of Malaga closed three weeks
before the end of the term by order
of the board and thereby hangs a tale.
On Saturday Chief Justice Wm. H.
Pope heard the story in its varied de-
tails in mandamus proceedings,
brought by the patrons of the Malaga
school district against the school
board. The people of Malaga were
there in force, barely a corporal's
guard remaining at home. Saturday
morning everything on wheels was
pressed into service and an early start
made to cover the twenty miles to
Carlsbad In time for the opening of
court. The story told to the court
centered around Dave, his untimely
end, and the elaborate obsequies.
Dave was only a dog and not much
of a dog at that. He could lay no
claim to beauty, "but handsome is
that handsome does," and everybody
loved Dave. He belonged to the school
master, but the entire community,
mye especially the children, claim
ed him as their own. Dave died a
(Continued on Page Five.)
Tucson, Ariz., April 19. A
X special from Mazatlan, Sinoloa X
says: 'In today's battle near St
Tamazula, Durango, between 3S
X the rebel forces under William St
N Simon, an American, and . the X
seventh battalion of the Mexi- - X
X can National Guard, sixty- - X
X nine rebels including Captain X
X Collins were killed and one X
X hundred and fifty wounded. X
X The federals greatly outnum- - X
X bered the rebels most of whom X
X were killed or captured ac- - X
V cordine to eovernment reports. X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
El Paso, April 19. The insurrecto
force south of Juarez moved their
cannon nearer the city overnight and
appears to be making preparations to
attack Juarez. The federals spent
the night under arms momentarily ex-
pecting the battle to open. This is
hardly probable however, as the main
force of the rebels has not yet moved
from Sapello.
Dash Into Agua Prieta.
Agua Prieta, April 19. Shortly af-
ter daylight a daring band of insur-
rectos numbering only half a dozen
or so, stole into Agua Prieta, set fire
to the'Nacozari railroad station which
was destroyed with its valuable con-
tents. The federals fired upon the
invaders, three of them being killed.
Dead Found in Depot.
Agua Prieta, April 19. Five loaded
freight cars were also burned. The
depot was filled with goods of all de-
scriptions including costly mining ma-
chinery. The federal soldiers car-
ried several dead from the ruins of
the depot to the bull ring. It is be-
lieved that they were the bodies of
the rebels who applied the torch, or
of refugees who had been hiding in
the building and strapped by the
soldiers who were rushed to the
scene. A column of Insurrectos which
was swinging around into Nacozari
when darkness fell-- last night-coul- d
not be seen today. The column ob-
served at the mouth of a mountain
pass leading toward Cananae had also
disappeared. The rebels in Douglas
declare that their headquarters have
accurate information that General
Blanco with a large force is advanc-
ing toward Agua Prieta. Other rebel
reports are that Orozco is on his way
with his army. The reports were not
verified.
Rebel Reinforcements.
Douglas, Ariz., April 19. A courier
reports that 250 rebels who have ar-
rived at Cienzas springs east of here
are not composed of refugees from
Agua Prieta. The force is said to
have Taramari Indian scouts indicat-
ing that they came from Chihuahua.
Naco is Threatened.
Douglas, Ariz., April 19. The feel-
ing is bitter between the American
and Mexican partisans of the insur-
rectos and supporters of the Mexican
government in Douglas. and personal,
altercations are frequent. Pedro Gar-
cia of Uriques, secretary to the Mexi-
can consul here, and G. G. Lelliviera,
editor of El Industrial, the Spanish
pro rebel paper engaged in a fist fight,
on the street today. Both principals
were cut and bleeding when arrested.
Tiie federal troops were expected to
arrive today to reinforce the garri-
son at Naco where a rebel attack is
expected.
Peace Talk.
Washington, April 19. With the re-
ceipt here today of advices confirm-
ing the report that negotiations for an
armistice between the federal rebel
forces are in progress, the opinion was
expressed here, today that opportune j
action nas Deen uueu uy oum biuco
of the Mexican revolution to prevent
;
complications with the United States.
It was reported here today that with
a definite proposal from the revolu-
tionists, the possibility of an agree-
ment for the abdication of President
Diaz within a certain time is not at
all unlikely. The proposals, it is
known, are to be received by the
Mexican cabinet and laid before Diaz.j
The capture by the revolutionists of
San Diego Papasquiero in the state of
Durango, was reported to the state de-
partment today. The total losses on
both sides exceeded 100.
British Watch Uncle Sam.
San Antonio, Texas, April 19. jt is
maintained by D. O'Brien, a traveling
man of Philadelphia who resided in
Liverpool, England, several years,
that the English government has a
secret service man here watching mat-
ters between the United States and
Mexico. O'Brien declares he met this
secret service man on the street here
and recognized him as the same man
who watched the interests of the Eng
lish government at St. Petersburg
during the time that relations were
strained between Russia and England.
"It is my opinion," declared Mr.
O'Brien, "that the particular matter
which brought this man to the Unit
ed States was the talk of the secret
treaty between Mexico and Japan. An
other matter which . Is significant,"
continued Mr. O'Brien, "is the fact
Albuquerque, X. M.. April
19. and Deputy
Coal Oil Inspector Thomas S.
Hubbell committed suicide at.
4 o'c lock this morning. He shot
himself through the hart V
and death was instantaneous. N
N Long illness had induced des- -
pondency and prompted the
deed to which there were no
V witnesses.
lie was a jolly good fellow." would
be an appropriate epitaph for Thomas
S Hubbell, whose- - career in Iternalil- -
lo county, as an official, marked an
epoch now past. He went through
the world oi.'i!handed and made
friends wherever he went, for no one
tould help liking his frank cheerinets
that earned him the nick name
"Como Kstamos?" He was sheriff
of Bernalillo county for a mimbcr of
terms, during an era when th Duko
City was wide-ope- before, the days
ic ., ,i (i. ,
Had But Few Days to Live.
A lhtiMtini'Miio X A .tr,-1- 1 101""1"-.- . F".
Thomas Hubbell who was found
d:au this morning at his home, had
been told by physicians recently that
coroner's inquest was held this after- -
noon. The deceased was years of
age and is survived by three broth-
ers, Lorenzo of Ganado, Arizona,
Charles of Arizona, and Frank of Al- -
i'Uipierque. His second wife, nee So-
phia Armijo, and a minor son, Thomas
Hubbell, Jr., also survive him. His first
wife died several years ago. Hubbell
was fheriff of Bernalillo county for 12
years and previous to that was depu-
ty sheriff.
ANCIENT CITIES ARE
UNEARTHED BY HEWETT.
He Has Returned tc New York From
Guatemala After a Most Suc-
cessful Trip.
New York, April 19. Edgar L.
Hewett, director of the School of
American Archaeology, has just re- -
turm;(i t0 New York from Quirigua,
niiatala. with n lftwfnB. wnnrt of
,he Amerjcan r?Sarcne3 thre. Tne
digging8 at bQth Quirigua and Copani
he says, have laid bare ancient cities
of surpassing splendor which flour-
ished long before the Christian era.
The American archaeologists are in
complete possession of the ruins of
Quirigua. They have found sculpture
as beautiful as any that Egypt or As-
syria ever boasted, and hieroglyphics
even more interesting, but these ca'n
scarcely be read at all. Only the sys-
tem of reckoning time has been de-
ciphered, and the teal history is
carved on blocks which no man has
yet been able to translate. Close
study of the masterpieces of antique
genius thus far unearthed seems to
show a close cultural resemblance be-
tween this civilization and that of the
races further north, but there is not
enough resemblance to prove that
there ever was any actual connection
ot these widely separated communi-
ties of North America before the fall
o" Rome.
NOTHING OF THAT
KIND IN NEW MEXICO.
Trenton, X. J.. April 19. The spe-
cial assembly committee appointed to
investigate the election in Atlantic
county last November reported to the
l ouse today that it found that there
was false registration, illegal voting
and purchase of votes, and that elec-
tion officers of the county failed to
do their duty. It is estimated by the
committee that from the testimony
taken there were approximately 2,000
illegal registrations and 1,000 illegal
votes.
SAME OLD STORY
FROM DENVER, COLO.
Denver, April 19. Congressman
John A. Martin received the bulk of
anti-Spe- votes on today's ballot for
United States senator. There was no
election.
s attendant physician for the
.i . . , ., i,..-- ....
ative to the interests and improve- -
ment of tne institution,
Eik foP New Mexico
Owing to the fact that the region
in the great Yellowstone National
Park in Wyoming is of such an eleva-
tion that the big game cannot winter
there; and that sheep and cattle men
have taken their stock to graze on
al! sides of the park the elk in that
region, therefore, have been forced
to go in countless numbers into Jack-
son's
i
Hole; practically more than the j
valley will support. In consequence,
many of them are starving to death.
Two years ago at least 5,000 elk died
of starvation in this valley. Again
this year they have gone there in
large numbers and in less than a
month they will starve by the thous
ands.
. ;
-
000 elk in this valley in a starving
condition: the calves dying first. The
settler s arouna mere nave een g.v-- ,
ing them what little food they can.
but of course, they have their own
stock that they have to feed, so can-
not do much for them. It is a pitiful
sight to see the poor beasts picking
up straw and weeds around the farm
houses and dropping cead In their
tracks.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable, always on the watch for the in-
terests of New Mexico, is making ef-
forts to have one or two carloads of
those elk brought down to New Mexi
co where they will be well protected
and shall have plenty to eat in our
grassy mountains. If Warden Gable
succeeds in getting these elk down
here it will be a splendid thing for the
territory, as there are but few elk in
our mountains at the present time.
Civil Service Examination.
The U. S. Service Commission an-
nounces an examination in the near
future for the position of plumber's
helper at Fort Bayard, N. Jl.; salary
$000 per annum and rations.
As a result of this examination cer-
tification will be made to fill the va-
cancy in the position indicated and
other similar vacancies as they may
occur, unless it should be decided in
the interests of the service to fill the
vacancy by reinstatement, transfer,
or promotion.
No educational test will be given,
and it will not be necessary for ap-
plicants to appear for examination.
The examination will consist of the
subjects mentioned below, weighted
as indicated:
Subjects Weights.
1. Physical ability 40
2 Experience 60
Total 100
Age limits 20 to 50 on the date of
(Continued on Page Seven.)
ierence.
The city of Philadelphia has taken
up this matter very actively. I have
appointed numerous citizens' commit-
tees covering every phase of the prob-
lem and there will be most interest-
ing entertainment of delegates and
trips to view some of the mos; inter-- 1
esting developments that we have in
Philadelphia. Philadelphia has come
nearer than perhaps any other city in
the' United States to the solution of
the urban housing problem, and this
alone, we believe, would make worth
while a visit to this conference as we
shall make inspection of the typical
Philadelphia workingman's home.
The local entertainment committee
has arranged to take the visitors to
Philadelphia on an automobile tour
of the city, which will occupy the en-
tire morning of the 13th. After the
trip I shall have the honor of enter-
taining the visitors at luncheon. The
Pitv flub linn ......invitpd thA. mpmlirsi
oi me conierence xo atiena tne uan-
quet on the 17th as its guests, and on
the afternoon of the 16th, the trus-
tees of the University of Pennsylvania
museum will have a reception for the
members, delegates and invited
guests.
For all ot these reasons and for
many more which I will not burden
you with, we hope that you may see
your way clear to attending the con-
ference. If you cannot yourself leave
your official duties, will you not ap
point one or more official delegates,
both publis officials and prominent
private citizens, to represent your
municipality in Philadelphia on May
13, 16 and 17.
Kindly make reply to the secretary,
Flavel Shurtleff, 19 Congress St., Bos-
ton. Respectfully yours.
JOHN E. REYBURX.
SELLING LIQUOR TO
BOYS AT LAS VEGAS.
It bas been announced by District
Attorney Ward and the sheriff's of
fice that the laws regarding the sale
of liquor to minors will be enforced
rigorously. Since the prosecution of
two saloon men for this offense sev-
eral weeks ago, the officers have rea
son to believe that a saloonkeeper on
the east side of the river is selling
liquor to boys under age. They are
watching him and may cause his ar-
rest at any time when they are in
the possession of sufficient evidence.
The disgusting sight of young boys
under the influence of liquor has been
witnessed lately and the sheriff's of-
fice is determined to stop it. Not only
the saloon keepers will be arrested
for selling liquor to minors, but the
boys will be arrested also. Only one
saloon In East Las Vegas is suspect-led- .
The others are known to refuse
boys admittance. Las Vegas Optic.
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Established 1856. Incorporated 1903
laria, the clerk of the court, called
his attention to idea's rule and he dis-
missed the case.
Rebels Rob Silver City Store Burg-
lars sained entrance to V H. Still-well'- s
store at Silver City by crawling
under the rear of the building and
sawing a hole through the floor. They
carried off two oil-::- o Winchester
rifles, one .22, one .45 Colts revolver,
one bammerless revolver, two watch-
es, a Jot of pocket knives and razors
and 1H0 cartridges. It rs suspected
--W Siliffiey Fills
TONIC !N ACTION . QUICK IM RESULTS
Give prompt rslief from BACKACHE,
KIDIIEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION cf the
KIDNEYS, IMFLAMiMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED ard ELDERLY
Lungs Declared Sound
Life Insurance Graaled.
If you knew a remedy that really hadcured Tuberculosis; that had saved fromdeath quite a number of peopie, wouldyou try to get Consumptives interest.1in it and induce them to take it; orwould you say nothing about it, for fearof giving offence?
e know the medicine. We know thepeople cured some of them. We havethe stories of cure of many-a- nd affida-
vits from some. We advertise Eckmun sAlterative to tell those who have lungT.ias.? u.hat. has 1,etn lne by its use.Investigate the following:0 18 W-
- Dauphin St., Phila.. Pa.iVnrTJ ln the evening of May
' ha,3 flve hemorrhages from the
right lung. Mv hpmnrrh.." W.r,, f-
I 10S. CO.
THE LITTLE STORE
We Have
Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.
MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM
iPEOPLE and for WOMEN, insiirrecto sympathizers aid the workii. i. u.u, uuic noch, afk., lo secre arm3 t0 figill aga;Ust tne
sajs. "i'or two years l nave Men piaz regime.troubled with severe kidney trouble. 0ld Wolf Hunter i n.a(,TIm h,. Lone wetk- -I had twenty-eig- ht in all. Sei- -The pains across ray back and over in 'T7v! developed. My doctor toldpn tndeman, aged 55 years, died at St.
Mary's Hospital at Koswe.ll. He wasmy hips were so bad that they almost
meant death to me at times. I used
several well known kidney remedies
which gave me no relief until I used
Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can
f.nlhfully recommend as they have
Puritan Art Draperies
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR HOME
AhHi'V"1 had also become affected.iriS atu,lme 1 met Howard Klotz,Susquehanna Ave., this city, whohad hemorrhages several years ago andfVa? ?u.red by Soman's Alterative.to take Eckman's about theatter part of August, 1907. My appetiteimproved at once and in about two weeksI started to gain weight. I improved: teadily Later, a very bad lameness de-
veloped in my right leg and I commenced!3 et ,f ump on my HSbt hip. My doc- -
stricken with paralysis on one side
about a week or ten days ago and
nothing could be done to save his life.
The deceased was an oid-tim- of Ros-vve-
and a unique character. He
came there twenty years ago from Mi-
lam county, Texas and has made the
home of Fred lliggins his headquar
ters ever since. He was born at Aus-
tin, Texas, being a member of one of
the most distinguished and honored
families of Texas. It is said that
Hardeman county, Texas, was named
for his people. He was never mar-
ried and after coming to Roswell
inter Grocery Co.
made me sound and well." Sold by
all druggists.
C THE DAILY ROUBO UPl
The Fellow Mother Thinks He is.
While walking down a crowded street
the other day,
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa F. Telephone No. 4a
i" i was getting a tubercularabscess and that It was affecting thesciatic nerve. The lameness and lumpgradually disappeared. Have not had anytrouble of that nature since.Smco my recovery about a year atro,I was accepted for life insurance, aftertwo examinations by a company tiiat hadpreviously rejected me.I have advised several people to take
ii
ft
ft
ft
ft
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES
Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim
Curtains
Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets Rugs
7 iiioKe who iook it xaitivluuy had the same results as myself."(Signed Affidavit) CHAS. MORGAN.spent much of his time alone, huntingI heard a little urchin to a comrade Alterative cures Bronchfti'
wolves for their hides and the bounty. Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
In thU work be Bt0((J a!0U! 111 Affections. Ask for booklet of cured casescapa-an- d write to the Eckman Laboratory,
unity and results, being the most sue- - Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence,
county.
cessful wolf hunter known to Chaves Kma'Jrf S'lt
turn and say,
"Say, Jimmie, you know I'd be happy
as a clam,
If I was the fellow that me mother
t'inks I am.
"She t'inks I am a wonder and knows
her little lad
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY
Professor on Fire When instruc-- i
tors and students, attracted by the
cries for assistance of Professor J. D.
Clark rushed into the Science hall at'
the University of New Mexico at A1-- -
through" the car. A couple of host-
lers protested, and a fisticuff ensued
in which the officer struck his most
vigorous opponent squarely in the
rose. The ohtre was nacified bv some
Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen
FRESH PIES FRESH CAKES CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC
EVERY DAY
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
P. O. Box 219 Phone No. 36
ft'
Would never mix wit' nothin' that
was ugly, mean or bad.
I often sit and t'ink how nice it
would be gee whiz,
If a feller was the feller dat his mud- -
der t'inks he is."
So, my friends, be yours a life of toil
or undiluted joy,
You can still learn a lesson from the,
unlettered boy
Don't try to be an earthly saint with
eyes fixed on a star,
Just try to be the fellow that your
mother thinks you are.
Married at Albuquerque William
njquerque they tounu the professor well directed expletives, and the
on his hands and knees, his clothing ' search continued. The business like
ablaze and himself busily engaged in manner in which the followers of the
turning the stream from a chemical sport conceal their passengers, e
extinguished upon himself. The tvays a system that is complete andflames were smothered with the coats, j alarming in its proportions. A large
of his rescuers and beyond singed box, the size of a cord of wood stood
hair and eyebrows and a few slight in the car and was only partiallyhe was not injured, although ed with paraphernalia. Evidently thehis clothing was ruined. The fire bums are placed in this box and lock-starte- d
in the Science hall from the ed up when danger is supposed to be
explosion of a bottle of acid. Profes- - at hand. Sinclair could not get the
sor Clark tried to ext inguish the blaze men to open the box, so he broke into
ana it was probably his work with it himself. The men gave their name
HEBE'S WMEREi W
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.1
131 ANY BOY
CA; J Davison, manager of the telephone
th chemical apparatus that saved the
hall. A desk was damaged by the
flames and some harm was done by
the chemicals' from the extinguisher, j
exchange in Belen, was united inJ THIS
as Edward Joseph and Charles Ad-
ams. "I thought you gave your name
as Broks," said Chief McMillin when
his prisoner answered to the name of
Joseph. "I did Boss," said the negro,
ENGINE. marriage to Mrs. Henrietta Smith at
Albuquerque. The happy couple will Girl Chewed Up t!y Dog Bessie
make their home in Belen. j Moulton the daughter of "hut r made a mistake, I was so excit--Aztec a Wool Shipping Point Themm Mr. and Mrs. James Moulton of 1513West Central avenue, Albuquarnue.Blanco Sheep Association shipped
was so severely bitten by an enraged try
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properlylubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.
. ...n' c -l i
last week about 75,000 pounds of
wool, and expect to have 50,000
If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.
pounds more to send out soon. A
total of more than 500,000 pounds of
wool has gone out from Aztec this
spring.
-v nc tdii luniiMi any norse power engine required for your
work. For sale by
Two Deaths Miss Flora Gutierrez,FRANK F. GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. .. .1.1 ii1 i ... "tt r II. - v. mthe old daughter of Ignacia
Gutierrez, died at Albuquerque of
r22-"5
heart failure. Mrs. Blanche Rueb,
wife of John Rueb, a well known
Santa Fe engineer, died in Ocean
Park, California, on Saturday last folWHOLESALE & RETAIL
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollara Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills fer
lowing an extended illness.
Divorce for Drunkenness. A decree
of divorce was granted in Bernalillo
county district court to Mary Brown
on the grounds of habitual drunken
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.
Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.
If Its Hardware We Have it.
Phone 14. Phone 14.
ness, cruel and inhuman treatment on
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. AH kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
dog that serious complications if not
death may result. Her scalp was
partly torn off, one ear was almost
severed and her left cheek was muti-
lated by the animal's teeth before
neighbors could reach her.
Five Boys Were Drunk Last Sun-
day afternoon Marshal Lamberson, ar-
rested five boys of this town, some of
whom were said to be intoxicated, and
placed them in the jail. These boys
are between the aees of 16 and 20.
Upon being questioned by members of
the town board, Sheriff Dufuii and
Marshal Lamberson, the boys said
they had bought whiskey for 10 cents
a bottle from another boy, much
younger than they. This boy admit-
ted the charge, saying he got some of
the stuff by draining bottles found
around town, and that he had also
stolen about four tablespoonfuls of
whiskey out of a bottle at his home
He mixed water with it and sold it
as above stated. If his story is true
what he sold would not make live
boys drunk, and there are other sour
ces of supply uiuevealed Aztec In
dex.
Race Followers Cheat Railroad
Two more stow-away- taken from a
race horse car at Albuquerque, were
sentenced to 15 days imprisonment in
the city jail. Special Officer Sinclair
took the men from a car standing in
the local yards, en route from San
Francisco to Louisville after a pitch-
ed battle with the hostlers and their
illegal passengers. The men were se-
creted beneath a pile of saddles,
lankets and junk, which aroused
the suspicion of Sinclair, so we "went
the part of Hiram Brown, her hus-
band. Three children Harry, Jessie
and May, were given to the care of
the mother.
Enforcing Sunday Law at El Paso
Diego Fierro, a saloonkeeper, who
conducts a place at El Paso, was ar-
rested by police of the Pass City on
Sunday afternoon and released on a
$200 bond. He was charged with vag--
You Don't Need
A ReminderPhone Black
45 LEO HERSCH Phone Black45 WHOLESALEAND RETAIL
Screened RATONYANKEECERRILLOS Lump
rancy, in that he kept the saloon open
on Sunday. Four men were found
drinking in a room at the rear of a
pool room, but they were not arrested.
Whiskey Too Plentiful Whiskey
has been very plentiful in Aztec re-
cently, judging by the number of
drunken men and the marshal and
town board have the backing of
of everyone in their effort to locate
its source. More developments are
1Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Anthracite Coal al) Sizes, Smithirjg Coal. Steam Coal.Sawed Wood and Kindling.i.rol CAPITAL COAL YARD,
Telephone 85 Telephone 85
j promised for the near future. It
is just as criminpl lo give whiskeyLumber and all kinds
of building material
A Lump, nut andT mine run coal
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Table
Druggl&tsiefund money If It ails to cure E
W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box 2
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Phone Red 100 Phone Red 100
THOYUS R DELQADO, Mgr.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
FAR AIF ?roved and unimproved City Property, OrchardsJiiLL and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.;
9 We Have Built Up
away in t'i; ; town as it is to sell it.
Av.ttc Index.
Drunken Man Draws Knife on Wife.
"Last night Officer Alex Jordan was
called to the Palace Hotel at Albu-
querque to quiet a rumpus that was
in progress there between Jim Sevier
and his wife and daughter. It is
alleged Sevier . au been drinking pret-
ty heavily of late, and la3t night hebecame particularly abusive to his
wife, at length drawing a long knife
and threatening to kill her." Albu-
querque Journal.
Damages Against Colfax CountyMine The jury at El Paso in the case
of Benjamin F. Rose against the
Stag Canyon Fuel company of New
Mexico, returned a verdict for $4,000
damages in favor of the plaintiff in
that our Tailoring Is perfect because
that fact is well known all over town.
But we may remind you that we have
just received a fine line of Spring
Suitings and Overcoatings and that
now is your chance to have either or
both made up to your order. We
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
you will be satisfied with the charge,
too.
101 Washington Ave
Julius Muralter
TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
Modern Residences for Rent.
F. M. JONES. 103Palace Ave.RIDE IN THE M OON
the 41st district court at El Paso.
The jury had been out since Saturday
night. He alleged that he was injur-
ed while working in the company'sColfax county mine and sued for
$20,000 damages.
Can Get Drunk Above Sixty Ad-
rian Pool sat for the first time as
judge of the corporation court at El
.Tn 1 1.
WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single --
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses. .
CALL )nt.AriA A Inytthr
UP I IlVUVf Drirers Faraisned.
CHAS. CLOSSON Den Caspar At.
30 H. P.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have --very
modern facility for furnishing the
very best rough, or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are tliui
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your
contracts.
$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
x au uhu uisposea ot several cases
where the defendants plead guilty to
being drunk, and assessed fines of
$10 each. He was about to do away
with the precedent established by
Lea, who made it a rule never to fine
a man over sixty years of age when
arraigned on a charge of being drunk.
This was in the case of Juan Ramirez,
72 years old. However, Pete Cande- -
SNTA FE GARAGE 'cams.irx7 Thing dcn.to Mk PoPalace Ave. 6agrr comlottatl.Charles W. Diidrow FARE "--p S5.00I I
liggiB avm'SBsgBi ggSmik,ftB-rMJ7- 3 !h WH 28Sf
H M ra
Zooks Pharmacyouk s rnarma
MARCH - WINDS - CHAPS
Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.
Phone 213 Phone 213
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DEDICATION OF
BRONZE TABLET
land and troi s. C'ndiis should
be made in the I'ni-e- S'.-.ti- serve
ja? substitute for tire!a!;iiK mediums(but under the pres. nt system wheat
or corn are valueless un'il turned iu-- j
to eiisli. Provision sliouM ! nun!?
that if any member's eroj-- are
in any year to pay for his and
his family's necessities, may tem-- j
porarlly draw trom the funds of the
SPORTSMEN ARE
j BLAMEWORTHY
Cause $7G0,000,C0Q Damage
a Year to Farm Crops by
Killing Birds
;
CLEARING HOUSE FOR FARMERS
(tiered lies a soldier, here lies a sail-
or of France.)
On the shield appears the English
inscription: "A tribute of ::r;i;iiu!e
10 the brave soldiers and s.ulors of
France buried here, who gavt; their
lives in the struggle for American
indeijendenee. The memory of their
deeds will endure forever, "
Beneath the tablet is a legend:
"Erected April .9, 1911 by the tons of
the Revolution."
Although David Riilgely in his "An-
nals of Annapolis," intbli.sl.vd in is 10,
says that "traces of the rein-- en-
campment still remain" and speaks
of "mounds raised to those who died
k
(1
If Wf0 P i
The news value r any adi
truthfulness uud cornmon .souse
to mai:e this short talk of t pecial
with an old sore or chronic tileer.
ns a cure for these troubles, our
ti i
win re an easy matter ' prove
sendin; you a free hook coa'.ai-iin- j many testimonials from persons in
every rt of the country who have been cured of an old sore or
cnronic :;!.: r !,y the use oi S. S. S.
X'htnever a sore or ulcer becom,-- ? rhrnnir- - nr rt t,0t
' tusc or duu the hea
ncoiijveaker.cd by impurities or f'jisor.s iathis vital fluid.Ihe Mood is tiie great source of ituunslKneiH i'or all fl-- sh tissues.
.j.s it constan !ly circulates throughout the sv.vter.i it carries th nccessarv
nutrient rroperti-.-- v, every portion of the liJv. It is because of thisMiitaiual rcpletiishni-ai- that the flesh n firm nn,t (.. i
ii m,i, (..incase. j ,ce t ne n .ami
t.cessary f'uneiion we can ea?i!y understand
a; this vital iluiJ so often mice! rr;d disca.--f: i!
spi t, and by continually dis.lian: as: impuritition of oid sores or chronic uicer.s.
-
very .symptom or an old s:
n i i i
Hiiiaimiiauon, uiscuarge, utscuiote.!
r,- - i ('.i t i 1,1 c 1...... ......
in the service," the exact spot for
the memorial was chosen only after
painstaking research, and ir lias been
impossible to discover the names of
the dead or even their exact number.
It is only known that alive they de-
fended the field and dead they still
hold it.
Nearby is another monument erect-
ed by Act of Congress in li.ni:', to mark
"the locality where Maryland forces
ot the Continental Army and French
allies were encamped in September
1 781 while on their way to report to
Lafayette at Yorktown, Va."
The committee in charge of the
work has consisted of Talbot t,
chairman, New York; Granville
Leach, Philadelphia; William Gordon
McCabe, Richmond, Va.; William Lib- -
bey, Princeton, N. J.; Henry Cadle,
Bethany, Mo.; Henry Dexter Warren,
Boston, Mass.; Julian Henry Lee, Bal-
timore; and J. Appleton Wilson, sec-
retary, Baltimore.
RETURN TO ARTIST
COLONY AT TAOS.
Bert G. Phillips Glad to Be Back in
New Mexico After Visit in the
East.
(Taos Valley News.)
"I am glad to get back." So spoke
Artist Bert Phillips on his return Mon- -
day after an absence of a month in
the East.
Mr. Phillips went primarily to be
present at an exhibition of artists'
work at the Pennsylvania Academy at
'.'.ii,uuuii,mh,vvi ".e, l iiu y euiuiiV'J Vi'tl 0!1 i'Sf P re; '.deep down in the circulation there
place from healing. But more
responsible for old sores is furnished
every visible truce of the ulcer
Take Advantage of a Santa Fe Citi-
zen's Experience Before It's
Too Late.
When the back begins to ache,
. Don't wait until backache becomes
chronic;
Till serious kidney troubles
Till urinary troubles destroy night's
rest.
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's ex -
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "I know that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
a for them, if I were not confident
of this fact, I could never have been
induced to give this remedy my en-
dorsement. There was a dull ache in
the small of my back that bothered
me and at times I was obliged to lay
off from work for two or three days.
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me en-
tire relief, and the few slight attacks
of backache I have had since then
have quickly yielded to this remedy."
Mr. Romero gave the above testi-
monial
'
in January, 1907, and when
,
.Interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said:
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid-
ney Pills as when I publicly endorsed
them two and a half years ago. This
remedy always gives benefit when I
use It." ;
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur-n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States,
Remember the name Doan's and j
take no other. j
NOTICE.
The annual meeting of the stock-
holders of the New Mexico Telephone
Company will be held at Its office,
northwest corner plaza, Santa Fe, N.
M., Friday, April 21, 1911, 3 p. m.
1MPEKIAL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Wort
basket leaves Monday Tvesdayn Ttl J , r- . .inursuay ana fTiaay.
AGENCY at 0. K. Barber Shop
Mrs.PO. BROWJJ Agent
Phone No. 23 Red
'
Open Day and Night
La Salle Restaurant j
CHAS. GANN, Prop. i
wo boors below F. Andrews Store
REGULAR MEALS 25c
j
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS j
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00 j
French Noodle order 20c. disb.
New York Chop Suey 50c.
W. H. KERR,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY i
ay surgical operation, does not
cure. THEY AIWA YS RETURN.
Only by cleansing the blood
of the poisonous cause can an
old sore be cured. S. S. S.
heals them by goin;; down nto
the circulation and r emoving the
cause from the blood. When
this has been done there is no
longer left any inflammatory
impurity or infectious matter to
irritate the place, and nature
is.-- ; the natural and
ttiiKoftheu!!-- . When
e
. has ptiriMed the blood
tiie place is once niorepour--i.cd v.'iih pure, rich Hood, then
.:. erv svmnfr.m f,i!rr.,-"- ir.(i
ui.-- ; vit a surface tore, but i':e nbee
Philadelphia, which was one of thejcount'" sai(1 Chairman Richards, "as
big things of the season in the artists' :!:) 0llt 01 10 employes are injured in
world. little accidents that can be prevent ?d
Erected by the General So-
ciety of the Sons of the
Revolution
MEM OF FRENCH HEROES
They Prevented the Capture and
Probable Sack of Annapolis
in 1781.
Annapolis, Md., April 19 On the
campus of St. John's College, there
was unveiled here today a bronze tab-
let ereceted by the General Society ol
the Sons of the Revolution to the
memory of the nameless French sold- -
iers and sailors who in 1781 laid down
their lives in the cause of American
independence. President Taft and
Ambassador Jusserand both made
formal addresses. The midshipmen
of the National Naval Academy did
not turn out in honor of. those who
prevented the capture and probable
sack of Annapolis, but representatives
of the Sons of the Revolution from all
narts of the country the Bnns nf (hp
American Revolution, the Society of
''the Cincinnati, the Maryland Histori-
cal Socilv and the Daughters 0f the
American Revolution were in attend- -
ance.
T ..iu rioiessor jraenri aiarion oi me
Department of Languages at the Na-
val Academy is due in large measure
the credit of awakening interest in
the forgotten allies where unselfish
devotion so largely contributed to our
freedom. Some years ago in lectur
ing before the Alliance Franciairo at
Baltimore he told how French troops
under Lafayette and Rochambeau en
camped at Annapolis and by their
presence (March 17S1) prevented the
capture and probable sacking of that
city. A number of French soldiers
Dttliuio, 11 LU1U11IUCU, U11TU illIll
theil. wounds or from disease, and
Wre buri6d at tne time on the
ir.ni1njn Of Trtv.' r a
lis. Could not a monument be erect-- ;
ed on the graves of these forgotten
defenders of American independ- -
euce?
In the audience was a member of
the General Society of the Sons of the
Revolution. He sought out the lec- -
turer, got from him the needed facts,
said, when in 1900, a French fleet
came to assist at the final interment
of the first American admiral, John
Paul Jones, whose body had been
brought to America the year before
from Paris, Colonel Oswald Tilghman,
a member of the Society and then
secretary of state for Maryland, called
(attention to the old military burying
ground, and, as a part of the eeref
monies of the visit, the pediment of
the present monument was laid, and
the society pledged itself to raise the
necessary funds for its completion.
The monument is a simple shaft of
pink granite 13 feet high, bearing on
one face a bronze entableture in alto
relievo, seven feet, seven inche3 wide
by three feet, nine inches high. The
composition shows sorrowing mem-
ory, crowned with the olive leaves of
peace and leaning upon ner victorious
shield, watching the departure of a
small group of marching soldiers,
and it is interesting to note how
much more subtle in suggestion
treatment than the more usual
one of troops confronting the specta-
tor.
Above the heads of the marchers,
banners are flying In the wind and in
the background are seen the spars of
vessels, while in the foreground are
two small gravestones inscribed "Ici
git un soldat de la France," and the
other "Ici git un marin de la France"
& RISING
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108 PALAOBAVE
AND SATISFACTORILY DONE.
the boiiom m the outer skin. S. S. S. is recognized as the K''ea:c:-- t .
all blood puri.'iers, and therein lies its ability to cure old sores. Iti;
purely vegetable, containing no mineral in any form, and its I'.ne t otic:
eHectsaresilwiivs helpful in overcoming tire impure sv."-.ni- ic cfn :v .r
an old sore. Forty years of cures is the record oF'' . S. S., and
it has done in thousands of casts we feel perlcc'j'' .re in saying it v .;do in your case if you are afflicted with an old c.
We have a special treatise on Old Sores "unich we will be ;a.l to
send free to all who desire it. It contains the statements of many wit-
nesses as to the efficacy of S. S. S., some of whom you may know
We will also be glad to send free any special medical advice you desire.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
A- -i
vj hj ki & 3
vcrtisement depends entirely nn its
Based unon these two fnr-t-
interest to all persons who arr ai'llicted
If in nrfti-niin- .i rK mnr;i ..I v. t;
l;ne ol r:3soni:iff snncals fo vim If
the trutllfuint-S- of cur Ktatpnif-nt-
htis oua'ities of thp rirrnl:-.ti,-- h
eve :n an important mett.: v ittr'tirihes or n !
Hesii at SDine panic liar
into it cause the for
si;'g;.a.s utst rased loo a.
ii esh, and the fact that externa!
that
is a morbid cause that prevei th ;
convlneiiy. rrm.t' t'e.t' i ', ia
uy tire fact that even removi
CURED MAN AND WIFE.
i n..:ii-ui- tf to ivi-.- l.iy
expei-ionc-
e w:tn H..S.S. cth ir y
wifp and myself liavo cr-.- i ro
icth-- jrrcatoslof a:i b.uci
ifler3. lot our time had an r.M xtro
or. my which cauac-- -. a . .t
aoal o: i:.caLii:es3, boirirr .ir.ai't :t
was maligna at. My wife sun, h .it
an uBly old ulcer on Ui r two
waich sravo her eonsidan.bJo
Vg Itr.ew cf 110 causo for t lit r.r.i
horoK so ccr.c!uded they we:-- cu1'.- tbad blood. Wo both used 3. !'. ar.d
it cm-i- as sou. id and TI.:..
wis y. nro aaro but cr ..
vcr h ! iimv PitT.s r : i
pfi'j sore. - choirfui'y iveoiuc-vu-
. K. !",. r.. n cwn Air Old Sor-- .
(Jt. W. LOGAN, Taylor, Tcaa
is firmly and solidly healed fr.:.
of surveying this area by the Geolo-
gical Survey was $ 1.S7S, but the price
charged for the map Is nominal, being
only sufficient to cover the cost of pa-
per and printing. Besides the two
quadrangles covered by the Winne-barg- o
sheet 42 other quadrangles
have been surveyed in Wisconsin, for
which maps are available. To those
interested an index sheet showing the
Geological Survey's topographic work
in Wisconsin will be sent without
charge upon application to the Direct-
or of the Survey at Washington.
Death of Mrs. Angelita Romero-A-fter
an ihness of seven days, Mrs.
Angelita Romero, wife of Epifanio
Romero, died at Las Vegas. Mrs.
Romero had lived in Las Vegas many
years.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
ft
PIANOS
ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
more than half way in making
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat-
isfactory business transaction, not one
of doubt and uncertainty.
of horses & equipment formerly
continue to operate it as a FIRST
ready at all times of dav or nipht t
: :: ::
FRANCISCO ST. i
Santa Fe, N. M
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour l T"'" u " ' a"u
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays !the comralssI011 it was
Thursdays and Fridays lSigned t0
J-
- MaxwcI1 Miller, a Balti- -
All work ia iriiapa.nn.orf. . more SClllptOr.
j association held by the ban. ; i: u
work his crops under direction of
experts until he repays n-
advance. The result provided, that ot
letter farming under supervision has j
commended the pk.i! to those w ho see j
crop fertility waning and the inevita
ble day of shortage daily nearer.
FiMed Potatoes.
.Vow comes a new menace for the
popcorn and iieanut vender in Chic-
agovia France, the "pommes frites"
man, with his French fried potatoes.
Talk about profits in beer or in rais-
ing chickens, skunks or fancy Uogs,
why this fried ?ptid industry has it.
Jail beaten, for the amount of potatoIsold for five cents, enoueh to satisfy
an appetite that hasn't gone too long
unattended to, doesn't cost much of
anything. The pushcarts are of the
orumary type, hut. covered. A coke
brazier is inserted through the floor-
ing, over which is placed the largeiron cauldron holding the fat. obtained
from beef suet. Haw potatoes, after
being pared, are pressed through a
special cutting machine, coming out
in long, narrow, four-sirte- c pieces.These are immediately put into the
boiling fat and in several minutes are
thoroughly cooked. They are then
salted and sold in small paper cornu-
copias jitst as popcorn is at a circus.
Like New Mexican's Leased Wire.
Three persons telephoning and
eight, telegraphers clicking away
over the same wires at the same time
between Chicago and Xew York, this
latest achievement in communica-
tion has given impetus to the idea
that a merger of telephone and tele-
graph companies into one concern
with a single operating staff is an in-
evitable outcome in the future. The
telephone circuits harnessed to tele-
graph instruments have been put into
(operation by making a I bird circuit
from each two circuits by connecting
Hie positive wire of one with the neg-- I
alive wire of the other. For tele--'
t I'H in n rr onn r, t, i !I Z
......
Zl '
.
.v.., wi vif,ui turuiiM.
The result is an enormous saving in
jibe capital investment and in facili-- ;
ties for, under old methods, each cost- -
1 copper circuit from Chicago to
Xew York was available for only one
conversation at a time. As telephone
fafilin'Me hut-- , i ...,..,.... .......
'
u,,....... , :, .,iviviaiiu, wiiue uie operating
expenses of the telegraph are much
greater than the telephone, the mer-
ger idea now is seriously considered
as was shown recently in the annual
report of President Vail of the Bell
system and of the Western I'nion
Telegraph company. "The large
economic waste incident to separate
service," said President. Vail, "could
be almost entirely eliminated by joint
use or occupancy and by bringing thebusiness entirely under one com-
mon control or influence the effici-
ency and reputation of the service
could be greatly improved." This
statement was contained in his annu-
al report in which President Vail en-
dorsed the regulation of public utili-
ty corporations by )ermanent com-
missions. "We believe that the fu-
ture, development of the wire system
in the 1,'nited States," be said, "Will
afford facilities for the annihilation of
both time and distance by the general
use oi' electrical transmission for writ-
ten or personal communications, and
wi" afford electrical communication
- every kind of intelligence from
every one at every place to every one if
at every other place. It will be com-
prehensive, universal."
Fresh Air for Children.
Country sunshine and fresh air for
many tenement children and their
mothers wa3 assured by the announce-
ment that Mrs. Joseph T. Bowen would
make a country club for Chicago's
poor her memorial for her husband
who recently died. Mrs. IJowen for
years has been a trustee and the
treasurer of Hull House, and she has
learned that no need is so great as
country lite for the "shut in." She
1:as stnt agents to purchase a tract
1,1 ul,lu "ear me cuy and it tne proj
eci. moves smooiniy tne uuiluings
will be ready to welcome their first
visitors by July 1 next. "Far more
benefit to my children and to me will
the money be which is spent in this
way instead of being tied up in a pile
of brick and mortar, or some other in-
animate form. Each day that the club
is open some one will be out there,
away from the noise and smoke of the
city. In the winter months it can be
utilized as a home for some of the
sick. Rosy cheeks of children and
glad eyes of tired mothers will be a
better memorial than a monument."
The idea has been encouraged by
Miss Jane Addams.
1133
Building
Material
for body and brain.
Grape-Nu- ts
FOOD
has stood the test
years
So good that its users
are now numbered by mil-
lions.
"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Co., Limited,
Country Club for Children Be
cause They Need Benefits
of Fresh Air.
Chicago, April 19. 1! ailroad aeri-- I
dents have been redueei i'l per tent
by the "committees of t:afety" organ-an- d
ized along the Chicago Norlh-- ,
western railroad system and It. C.
Richards, chairman of the central
committee, is authority for the state- -
J merit that the work and expenditures
lot' the claim department will be cut
in two within the year. The rpcm-,-
for nine months ending March :S1,
11111, follows:
This Year- -
Killed. Injured.
Fmnloves
Passengers It 11)1
Others l:: 441
Total ....
Last
Killed. Injured.
. . 07UO
Passengers
i Others ls ITU
Total .... yir
Decreas-e-
Killed. Injured.
j Employes !.",
i Passengers d 2i:i
Others ft i".t
'otal 47 1177
"U is ,he liulp accidents that j
j
in less time than it takes to malre a
re'oit f the injury, and only one out
of 40 injured in collisions or derail-o- f
ments." The committee safety
plan is one of the remedies which has
been urged by the League of Public
Safety with headquarters in Chicago,
for reducing the calamitous loss of
life and limb in railroad operations
aim me enormous money waste in
volved. a waste which is estimated to
be over $2.",i),i!(!0,()00 a year. The gen-
eral adoption by railroads and indus-
trial corporations of the "committee
of safety" plan for enlisting employes
in the prevention of accidents would,
it has been proved, effect, a saving so
great that from one to two per cent
additional would be earned by
railroads and an even greater
sum by the electric roads of the Unit-
ed States.
Sportsmen Are Blamed.
Blame for a $700,000,0fit)-a-yea- r
damage to farm crops by the destruc-
tion of birds which feed on insect
pests has been laid upon the sports-
men by a professor of the Universi-
ty of Illinois, who declared the crop
damage amounted to $700,0(o,000 a
year. "Quail 011 the farm is worth
many dollars," he said, "although
quail on toast is worth but a few-cent-s
in spite of the high prices. One
flicker can eat 5,0011 ants at a single
meal, and the kingfisher is the most j
powerful defender of the yard j
in existence." Verification of Mr. Gil- -
bert's statements was given in a bul-
letin of the Department of Agriculturejust issued which mentions the disap-liearanc- e
of the various shore birds
which are fond of insect pests of for-
age and grain crops, particularly the
army worm- which is eaten by the kill-dee- r
and spotted sand piper, also cut
worms, whose most active enemy in
early days were woodcock, upland
plover and killdeer. According to
this bulletin jack snipe, plover, wood- -
cock and other shore birds are near -
ing extermination and present condi- -
'tions are such that the wonder is that
any escajie. "In both fall and spring
they are shot along the whole route
of their migration north and south,"
says the bulletin. "Their habit of
decoying regularly and persistently,
coming in flocks to the decoys again
and again in spite of murderous vol-
leys greatly lessens their chances of
escape. The breeding grounds of the
species in the United States and Can-
ada have been greatly restricted by
the extension of agriculture."
Clearing House for Farmers.
The clearing house plan for far-
mers, as a practical crop Improve-
ment organization in every county
which the grain exchanges of the
country are encouraging, has been
taken up by the committee in Chica-
go as promising results more effective
than county associations which are
without a definite plan. ' A bulletin of
the crop improvement committee
sa.ys: "You know from your experi
ence that the scientific farming meth
ods which you have been preaching,
too often fall upon barren ground.
The railroads have had the same ex- -
perience, so have the implement man- -
many other lines of endeavor which
conscientiously, earnestly and persist- -
ently are attempting the improvement
o farm conditions and crops in qual- -
it y and quantity. The question now
before us is, how to harmonize these
many beneficent efforts and bring
them home to each community? How
can we make every man realize that
better methods are to his especial
profit? We cannot expect any man
to work very long unless he can see
that it i3 to his own advantage." The
celaring house plan, as presented by
Seth T. Farnsworth to the committee
and recently to the Oklahoma legisla-
ture was as follows: A clearing house
association organized in each county
will be of Teal value to each member
for he will be able to finance his op-
erations by using the values of his.
Of course, he met the artists so
well known in Tao3. E. Irving Couse.
Ernest Blumenchein and Albert
Groll, the latter of whom has some of
his famous Arizona pictures on view
in New York.
E. Irving Couse, in whose success
little old Taos takes great interest
and pride, has been in the center of
all movements in the world of art-
ists, which has a glamor about it for
those who are on the outside and
look at it as a sort of attractively
mysterious field where genius only
can be admitted. Mr. Couse will
have on exhioition this month at the
famous Lotus club, one of his famous
paintings finished here last summer
and called "The Drum Maker." All
who saw it will remember the beauty
and finish of it. The Indian figure
was seated and busy making a drum,
the features were intent and finely
drawn, and the grasp of his fingers
on the drum before him showed a
peculiarly perfect touch. The feather
trimming was anouier feature to be
remembered, the coloring being soft
and beautiful with a pink tint of rare
finish. Taos friends will be glad
to know that the Couse house will
be open again this summer and that
probably next month, Mr. Couse and
Mrs. couse, and Kibbey will be with
us again. Mr. Biumenchein is also
casting longing glances this way and
will likely be back during the summer.
There is something very compelling
about Taos, when a fellow, in midst
of the bustle, the gaiety, the conven-
tional dress, the high collar and derby
hat civilization of the East, turns
back gladly to our free life, our adobe
homes with leaky roofs, our dirt
walks, and streets lighted only by lan-
terns and moonlight, our railroadless
outlet, theaterless evenings and un-
eventful daily life. Like Bert Phillips,
who says that he had a fine time,
enjoyed every minute, was- delighted
with the play and the opera, found a
lot of pleasure in again mingling for
a time in the fashions of the effete
East, everyone is glad to get back.
The old flag floating in the plaza looks
better than ever; the big, rugged
and everchanging mountains have an
added grandeur; the broad valley,
so full of promise, is more beautiful
than we thought, and with all our
faults Taos is a bully town in which
to live.
The best of all this is that in the
future, the very near future, this
same old Taos is going to be the
best, the most attractive, the livliest
town in the West.
Fined for Drunkenness Hidalgo
Mesa and Merced Pared were up in
justice of peace court at Albuquerque.
The latter was given a five-da- y term
for drunkenness and Mesa, because
he was asleep in the street and other-
wise disorderly, will be ten days be
hind the bars.
OLD PEOPLE
May Prolong Their Lives.
, JJil Isocks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PKONE RED 122. niONB RED 1.
Whenever you want an easy shaveAs good as barbers ever nave,Just call on me at my sal'mAt morn or eve or busy noonI'll curl and dress the hair with graceI'll suit the contour of your face.My razor sharp and scissors keen,Myshonls neat and .owelsare cleanAnd everything I think you'll findTo suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
T. V. ROBERT'S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
MULLIGAN
SPECIAL MAP OF THE
LAKE WINNEBAGO REGION.
A fine example of the topographic
maps published by the United States
Geological Survey is the double sheet
known as the "Winnebago Special
Map." It includes all of Lake Winne-
bago, Wisconsin, a sheet of water 29
miles long by about. 10 miles wide, and
shows the surrounding country in
great detail, the area having been sur-
veyed with 1 contour intervals.
The towns of Oskosh, Menasha, and
Fond du I.ac are included. The Win-
nebago sheet is a unit of the great
topographic atlas map of the United
States which the Geological Survey
is publishing. The price of the sheet
is 10 cents a copy, or $3 for 50 copies,
at least 50 are ordered. The cost
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
PIAN05
Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman- n Co.
Schiller,
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over eIx
car loads of pianos during the past
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N CO.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CL'RIO CO.
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PHONE
ANIGHT 130 RED
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At an advanced age waste is moreiufaeturers, the millers, the grain deal- -
rapid than repair. The organs actors, the agricultural colleges and Successor to B. P. Williamsj
I LIVERY 1
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Depart-
ment as "Distinguished Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Depart-
ment.
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amount of open air work. Health-
iest location of any Military School ia
the Union. Located in the beautiful
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
ram or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern collegesTea buildings, thoroughly furnished
heated, lighted and modern In all res-
pects.
REGENTS-- E A. CAHOON President
KBRW V President;WHITE, Treasurer;
v W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. HNLAY.
For particulars and illustrated cata-
logue address. CoLJAS-W- . WILSON,
Superintendent
; 1 have purchased the entire stock
owned by B. P. Williams and will
i CLASS LIVERY where we will be
more slowly and less effectually than
in youth.. The circulation Is poor
the blood thin and watery the ap-
petite poor and digestion weak.
We want to say to every aged pel'
son in this vicinity that Vinol, our
delicious cod liver and iron tonic
(without oil) will prolong life. It
creates an appetite, aids digestion and
makes good blood. In this natural
manner Vinol retards waste and re-
places weakness with strength, giv-
ing new life to the worn system.
If people in this vicinity only real-
ized how Vinol Invigorates old people
we would not be able to supply the
demand.
Try a bottle of Vinol with the un-
derstandingthat your money will be
returned If it does not help you. The
Capital Pharmacy.
. to furnish you with arty kind of a fig you may want. I will f
I endeavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit $
S; your patronage. :
AT 310 SAN
Phone l.V RedBattle Creek, Mich.
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L. A. HUOttES, YiceresMcat,
J. B. READ, Cashier,
F. McKANE, Assistant Casbler.
A GREAT COUNTY.
''The Richest County in the World"
is the legend on an attractive folder
descriptive of Colfax county just is-
sued from the press of the Raton Pub-
lishing company. The iiamiihlet- - is
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President. and Superintendent.
JOHN K. &TAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
' finely illustrated and presents an at
HARRY D. MOl'LTON. THEODORE N. ESPE.
THE AOULTONESPE COMPANY
The name "Chalmers" on a Motor Car means the same as the word
"Sterling" on Silver.
tractive and convincing argument
that might well serve as a model for
the next pamphlet or folder for
Santa Fe. The folder has an accu-
rate and complete map of Colfax
Daily, six months, by mail 53.50
tVeekly, six months 1.00
Weekly, per year ; . 2.00
Weekly, per qnarter .... 50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier 25
Daily, per month, by carrier. . . .75
Daily, per month, by mail 65
Daily, per year, by mail 7.00
county, something that should ac--
corfipanf every publication of the
kind. The pictures are -- half-tones
from photographs and show most at
HARRY D. MOL'LTON, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Agent Chalmers Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY. tractive of all, scenes ot reservoirs
and streams as well as of forests,
mountains, coal mines, good roads
and of Raton, the Gate City.
The New Mexican la the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is Bent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc. the intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF 5ANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870. ,
Capital Stock - --
'
-. $150,000
Surplus and Undivided Profit - 80.000
Transacts a general bsokiag business In all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domes-
tic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them bb liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank tag.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.
MARKET REPORTFe county too, contemplates the erec-tion of three new bridges in the near
future, one over the Galisteo near
Cerrillos, another on Delgado street in
Santa Fe to replace a structure wash- -
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, April 19. Lead dull 440
ed away by floods six years ago and) 450; Standard copper dull; Spot and
another across the Santa Fe on Cathe-.Ma- y ii.tuii.7o; bitverTAOS COUNTY NEEDS GOOD
CONSERVING RAIN WATER.
ROADS. It is strange that in an arid country
There is no excuse for Taos county like New Mexico there are so few
not having funds for good roads. I'siCisterns to conserve the rainfall. In
road fund has been replenished" watr is pln.
Chicago, 111., April 19. Wheat-M- ay
88 July 861-8l-- 4 .
Corn May 49 8 50; July 51.
Oats May 417-8-; July 311-4- .
Pork May 15.371-2- ; July 14.G7
70.
Lard May 7.80; July 7.871-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
dral street. This is praiseworthy, for
substantial bridges are part of the
good roads movement which the San-
ta Fe board of county commissioners
has taken up with such vim now that
the new court house expenditures
have been nearly all wiped out and
the financial status of the county per-
mits plans for permanent road1 and
bridge improvement.
reserves in that county; under the;
The statistics presented are im-
pressive. For instance, they tell of
the enormous resources of coal, more
than thirty billions of tons, accord-
ing to the U. S. Geological Survey,
worth, at least, forty billion dollars,
an amount of wealth that staggers
the imagination. But coal is only one
ot the resources. Colfax, like San-
ta Fe county, has a large amount
of water, but Colfax, unlike Santa Fe
county, has more private irrigation
works in operation or under construct-
ion than any other county of the
Southwest. Fully 40,000 acres of ir-
rigated lands are under cultivation
and this area will be doubled when
works now under construction are
completed. Then there are gold
mines, large areas of grazing lands,
railroads and railroad shops, prosper-
ous towns, three of them incorporat-
ed, timber and other riches in part
developed, but the greater part stil.
awaiting development. Truly, Colfax
county is an empire in itself.
tiful and comparatively cheap, one
finds thousands of houses and factor-
ies with cisterns to conserve the rain-wLt- r.
Probably one of the reasons is
law each citizen with a few exceptions
is subject to annual road tax; the
county can also command a share of
the territorial road fund which an-- '
nually amounts from $10,000 to $50,- -
000. Taos county, like several of i
the other counties of the old type, is
the prevalence of slate roofs from
which the water is shed as pure as
when it falls, while the flat roofs that
are the rule in Xew Mexico have not
AGE HOTEL
sunenng irom ioo ante uuuiun lu an induccmnt for tnat uind of
time-wor- n precedents. Because fomwater t.onservation although when
much labor andtime immemorial one geg the floods of waUjr pouring
much money were spent m frQm gp()utg op through ceilings othe roads," which really was"working be houseg one can but wonUer at
"working the tax payers," the Bupnosi-t- h wagU, Q watr in a rgion whepetion is that for political reasons, morej timewatr ,s gQ preciou3 w,tnthan else, that practiceanything musthow R .g beHeVd tnat tjMJ watr
be kept up. It is hard to say how j of ganta Fg wm h& considrab.
THE
fajwMMJWwann
There can be nothing but praise for
the action of the Democratic majority
in the House cutting off the hangers-on- ,
the sweepers, janitors, messen-
gers, elevator men and clerklets,
whose main business was to draw sal-
aries rather than render service. The
House has also decided to end the
practice of keeping full force of em-
ployes on the payroll when congress
is not in session. The national con-
gress should set an example in this
matter to the state legislatures and
the people will approve any sincere
move in the direction of economy.
IllUCIi gOUU IllUUtJ clliu iiuw iiicwv jmi- -
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN 8TJITK WITH PRIVATE BATH
St. Louis, April IS. Wool unchang-
ed; territory and western mediums 15
17; fine mediums 1315; fine 11
12.
Chicago, April 19. Cattle Receipts
20,000. Market generally ten .lower.
Beeves $5.156.70; Texas steers $4.60
5.60; western steers $4.805.80;
stockers and feeders $45.75; cows
and heifers $2.705.80; calves $4.73
6.50.
Hogs Receipts 25,000. Market
slow five to ten lower. Light $6.20
6.50; heavy $o.906.35; rough $5.90
6.10; good to choice heavy $6.10
6.35; pigs $6.206.55; bulk $6.25
6.40.
Sheep Receipts 20,000. Market
weak to ten lower. Xative $34.70;
western $3.154.70; Yearlings $4.30
5.25; lambs, native $4.506.15; west-
ern $4.756.15.
Kansas City, April 19. 'Cattle Re-
ceipts 10,000, including 400 southerns.
Market steady to ten lower. Native
steers $5.25 6.40; southern steers
$4.505.90; southern cows and heifers
$3.254.85; native cows and heifers
$3 6.20; stockers and feeders $4.60
5.90; bulls $4.255.75; calves $4.50
7; western steers $4.80(36; western
WHO KNOWS?
"If you write a better book, or
preach a better sermon, or build a
better mousetrap than your neighbor,
though you build your house in the
woods, the world will make a beaten
path to your door."
This quotation, much used and
even overworked is familiar to mil-
lions of people and has been popular-
ly ascribed to Emerson. But now
comes a literary wiseacre and defies
any one, reader of Emerson or not,
to point out the page or volume of
lion dollars worth of labor have been
spent upon the roads of New Mexico
the past fifty years without any per-
manent improvement being apparent.
But a new era has dawned and the
progressive counties are swinging into
line in using the road tax and road
labor in s - tematic, permanent road
improveme:; instead of scattering it
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled
Large Sample
Room for Com-
mercial Travelers
JUDGE PARKER IMPOSES
SENTENCES AT LAS CRUCE3.
Sheriff Felipe Lucero Arrived This
Noon With Prisoners for the
Penitentiary.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO WASHINGTON AVENUE
ly augmented by conserving the rain-
fall in cisterns and several of the
new houses going up will make pro-
vision lor it, for there is a time of
year when pure, clean cistern water
is preferable even to the mountain
water in the mains. The Santa Fe
railroad is following that policy, and
has solved the water problem on the
Southern Kansas division by the con-
struction of six enormous reservoirs.
They really are lakes, covering hun-
dreds of acres of land. The largest
of these reservoirs is at Chantite.
The big rains last week filled it, water
running over the spiliway for the
first time. The Chanure reservoir
covers 100 acres of ground, and holds
1G0 million gallons of soft surface
over every highway in a county in i
going through the motion of scraping j
Las Graces, N. M., April 19. Judge
W. Parker has adjourned court at 124126
Montezuma Ave,Las Cruces and discharged the terri
Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of CapitolCapital Hotel
Emerson's works in which the I'.'Ota
tion may be found. The fact is, Em-
erson did not write it. One person
ascribed it to Thoieau, but when
crowded into ? corner could not point
it out z Thoreau's works. Elbert
Huijbard's friends intimate that if it
torial petit jury. He will hear sev-
eral cases in chambers during the
nPYt two weeks, and on May 3 the cows $3.255.25.
Hogs Receipts 16,000. MarketUnited States court for the district
five to ten lower. Bulk $6.106.30;can not be proved that any one else will be reconvened.
heavy $6.056.20; packers and butchJudge Parker sentenced the follow
the dirt from the edges to the middle
and filling the chuck holes full of dirt.
That Taos county is in need of per-
manent road construction is apparent
from the following in the Taos Valley
News:
"Any cart that can go a whole year
on Taos county roads without being
subjected to an interview with the
blacksmith, deserves a place in the
dime museum, and the builder a
seat in the rogues' gallery, for he is
nothing short of a wagon wizard.
"The suggestion of the New Mexi-
can, however, that the highways of
northern Xew Mexico be substantial-
ly built, so that they e per-
manent and easily traversable, is wor-
thy the support and pf.
TELEPHONE 88 BLACK
HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR ATTRACTIVE DINING
EUROPEAN PLAN ROOM-Go- od Service.
COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mr. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N: M
ers $6.106.30; light $6.256.35;
wrote it, then it is very likely that
the Fra is the author, but that sort
of a negative claim does not go and
ing: Jacob Frietze, larceny of a horse,
one to two years; fined $500 and costs. Sheep Receipts 5,000. Market
water which does not have to be trer.t-e- t
before it is used in locomotive
boilers. The other res A voirs on
the division are at Welda, Thayer,
Moline, Richmond and' Owasso. San-
ta Fe employes- - iave organized the
Southern KlUnsas Country Club and
will socyrf build a club house near the
Weld reservoir, a body of watei
Alfred Frederick Murcell, assault steady. Muttons $3.504.75; lambs
$56; fed wethers and yearlings $4
there is still a call for some one who
can definitely fix the authorship of
the above aphorism, just as there is
with intent to kill; two to five years
and fined the costs. 5.25; fed western ewes $3.504.25.
John Elliott, malicious destruction
Tne rartnTulrurW.
"Is this you, doctor?" asks
of property, six months to one year,
and fined the costs. thecojfrering 54 acres. They have stoc-
ked the reservoir with bass, and ex Anastacio Gamboa, larceny, three
need for some one to determine the
author of the saying ascribed to Lin-
coln: "You may fool all of the people
some of the time, and some of the
people all of the time, but you cannot
fool all of the people all of the time,"
or the evasive "Consistency is a Jew
pect that they will shortly be able to months, and fined the costs.
enjoy the fishing there. They also Lorenzo Padilla, larceny, one year,
and fined the costs.
Sheriff Felipe Lucero left last eveel," "Beautiful Snow," and other
burse, over the telephone.
'Tes," answers the physician.
"Well, you know you said Mr. Bon-
der would not show any signs of Im-
provement for live or six days?"
"Yes."
"Well, this is only the second day
asad he is a great deal better already.
Shall I give him something to make
him worse for the other three or
lonr days?" Life.
ning for Santa Fe with the prisoners
will have good duck hunting.
Water from the reservoirs is pump-
ed to tanks at the stations. .The
water from the "Welda reservoir is
pumped two and a half miles.
current phrases of unknown
sentenced at this term of court.
On Saturday the following territo
rial cases were disposed of: TerritoryTaos county complains that it has
all progressive citizens. A highrway
from Taos to Santa Fe that wojhld per-
mit of automobile travel ;Would be a
benefit to both towns, ijfnd it is hoped
that the chambers oj commerce of both
Taos and Santa Re will take up this
proposition. It ts to be hoped as well
that some plan may be discovered
that the expenditure o road money
in thi3 county will show more visible
results, ''than have been discoverable
heretofore. Anything that will bring
goo(i results we are heartily in favor
Ct. Pending the arrival of a railroad,
UP TO TAFT. not received sufficient official patron-
age. Taos county deserves every
-- MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINK SAMPLE ROOM.
CHEERFUL DINING THOS. DORAN RATES $2.50 TO
ROOM. FINE CUISINE Proprietor. $3.00 A DAY
The New Mexico Democrats are as
thing that is given it and then some,confident of national Democratic suc
vs. Jesse Hodges, G. H. Cross and O.
Wilkerson, unlawfully removing
horses from Xew Mexico, fined $100
each and costs.
Teritory vs. Felipe Colmeneros,
Greeorio Jajardo and Ramon Ballejos,
but in a territory of 20 counties there Too Particular.cess in 1912 as they were in 1908. For
that reason their "astute" leaders are "I've one fault to find with theare generally more patriots willing to
serve, than there are places. But it poets," said the finical boarder.moving heaven and earth to postpone
statehood until after that election. A assault with intent to kill; verdict of "They rhyme such words as 'tire' andmust not be forgotten that Taos counlet Taos aid the highway proposition. not guilty for Ballejos and guilty forDemocratic president would mean ty has tho softest berth within the
gift of the governor, the territorial"Might it not be well for the Cham the other two, Colmeneros being hnea
fire' with 'higher,' and yet when
they're not using them for rhyming
purposes they consider them words ofcoal oil inspectorship; that it has
two places on the board of regents of
bers of Commerce of Santa Fe and
Taos to get into communication with
each other and see if this important
$50 and sentenced to 30 days m jail,
and Jajardo fined $50 and costs.
Territory vs. Teodoro de La Cruz,
one syllable."
the Spanish-America- n Normal school:
drawing and discharging a pistol; ver-
dict of guilty and sentence of from The Reason.
"How did you ever happen to callsix months to one year in the peni-
tentiary and costs.
Democratic appointees for territorial
offices, there is a full treasury to loot
and a prosperous territory to bond;
there would then be a chance by co-
ercion and fraud with the aid of those
in power to make New Mexico a Dem-
ocratic state. Then the possibility of
two Democratic Benators would be-
come a probability, nay, almost a cer-
tainty. It is a political game through-
out without a scintilla of patriotism,
but it has its inevitable logic and the
Republicans of Xew Mexico as well as
of the nation should spoil this game
iyour little daughter Dagmar?"
"My wife found after careful in
that is remembered whenever dele-
gates are appointed to congresses
and conventions and that its repre-
sentatives in the legislature and in
the constitutional convention were al-
ways given some of the best places
within the gift of the majority. It is
very seldom, if ever, that a candidate
Territory vs. Rumaldo Medina, lar
C0R0NADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE SEST SlORT ORDER RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS. ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
ceny of a cow; bond reduced to $500. aQulry
that it was about the only thing
jwe could call the little one without
Stunning the risk of naming her afteiTerirtory vs. Jose Apodaca and Man
laome relative of mine."uel Apodaca, assault with deadly
weapons; bonds reduced to $500 and
road cannot be built and give us the
best outlet now at hand between here
and Santa Fe? Both towns would be
the gainers by it.
"Governor Mils ha3 repeatedly ex-
pressed a willingness to aid the con-
struction of better roads here and
his offers have been passed by, un-
heeded. The money available for road
building should be expended judicious-
ly and in a manner to bring results
and to take advantage of Governor
Mill's offer of assistance. It only
needs an awakened interest of all our
citizens in this matter to bring about
the desired results and it means a
great deal to the business interests
in Taos."
for any job from Taos county is turn-
ed down and Republican administra cases continued. Every Rooma Good One. G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop. RATES 50c t$1,00 per dayINFORMATION.tions r.nd headers have always had a
soft spui for the worsers of the coun
at the start by admitting Xew Mexi-
co without further parley. The pow
er is in the hands of President Taft
and the Xew Mexican expects him to
ty, and the glad hand is always out
for them whenever they come to the
capital.exercise his statutory prerogative and
' Telephone Red 35 mad haw
your orders delivered.
admit New Mexico by issuing a man-
date to Governor Mills to call a state SOFT DRINKSLocal Democrats were astounded
today to hear of the action of the
self-style- d Democratic New Mexico
leaders at Washington who are fight-
ing immediate statehood. They de-
clare that these leaders were
not authorized to take this stand and
that there was no legal meeting of
BASEBALL
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
National League.
W. L. Pet.
Philadelphia ..4 1 .800
St. Louis 2 1 .800
New York 3 2 .600
Chicago 2 2 .500
Cincinnati 2 2 .500
Pittsburg 2 3 .400
Brooklyn '. .' 2 4 .333
Boston ... 2 4 .333
American League.
W. L. Pet.
Detroit .! 5 0 1,000
Washington ....3 2' .600
Tte fellowiflg are suggested to tke thirsty as somdWj cool and foriifag
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, JRON BSEW
R00TBEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA, :: :: w
Genuine Aztec-Sprin-g Mineral Water,the territorial central committee since
the convention of last fall at Santa
Fe. A number of the members of the SANTA FE BOTTLING WORK
election and then admitting the ter-
ritory with customary proclamation.
Let Arizona flounder along among its
Democratic friends and depend on the
tender mercies of Senator Owen, but
Xew Mexico's fate is up to President
Taft and he will be remiss in his
duty to the people in general and
those of Xew Mexico in particular,
if he permits the Democratic schem-
ers to put through their nefarious
political plot. Even though Demo-
cratic success in 1912 is as remote as
it was in 1908, yet there is no sensi-
ble man who will deny that there is
a possibility, and that the possibility
will keep on increasing if the party
in power continues playing with par-
ty pledges such as called for the im-
mediate admission of the territories.
Ail drfcks madefroa
filtered water
HENRY KHd,
Proprietor.territorial central committee at San
ta Fe and Albuquerque today sent
telegrams to the national Democratic I Stranger Sonny, how can I get toleaders at Washington protesting
against the stand for delay for admis
'the railway station from here?
Boy Have you got a carriage T
Stranger No, my little lad.
Per Capita Wealth.
The United States- is the richest
country in the world but because of
the lack of thrift among its people,
its per capita wealth does not ap-
proach that of France and is exceed-
ed even in Great Britain.
A new' demonstration of this situa-
tion is published by the Wall Street
Journal, which recently printed the
following table of the total wealth of
the four nations:
United States $125,000,000,000
Great Britain 88,725,000,000
France 83,000,000,000
Germany 03,500,000,000
The per capita wealth, together
with the population of the four na-
tions, is indicated in the following sta-
tistics:
Country Population. Per Capita.
France 40,000,000 $2,075
Great Britain .40,000,000 1,830
United States .90,000,000 1,390
Germany .. ..64,000,000 992
New York 3 2 .600
Boston 2 2 .500 Santa Fe Plumbing HouseBoy Well, then, you'll have toSt. Louis 2 3 .400
Chicago 2 3 .400
Cleveland 2 4 .333
sion taken by A. A. Jones, J. D.
Hand and others, according to yester-
day's dispatches, and members of the
committee in other counties will fol-
low suit. It is apparent that Democ-
racy in Xew Mexico is split on the
statehood question but it is certain
that the great majority of the rank
and file favor immediate statehood.
Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.
Phone Black 109.
Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing :- -:WhyT 4IThere are problems In this busy world
To Bolve are mighty tough;
Fray tell us why the smallest girl
Should tote the biggest muff.
More Than One.
Teast Does you wile have the las!
word?
Crlmsonbeak The last word? Say
he has the last hundred or so! Yonls
,erg Statesman.
Such a statement as the foregoing
Philadelphia 1 3 .250
WWHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
National League.
Brooklyn at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston (two games)
St. Louis at Cincinnati. ,
American League.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Cleveland at Detroit.
New York at Washington.
Boston at Philadelphia.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
At Louisville: Minneapolis, 1;
Louisville, 3.
At Columbus; Milwaukee, 7; Co-
lumbus, 5.
At Indianapolis; St. Paul, 3; Indi-
anapolis, 5. '
At Toledo; Kansas City, 1; Toledo,
Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO
All Parts of The World
SflVP MntlAV and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
oaiC iUUllWJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
TRACHOMA.
The statement by a government ex-
pert, who examined the public school
children in this city, that all of Santa
Fe is infected with trachoma, a high-
ly infectious eye disease that in the
course of time, i untreated, may
cause total blindness, and if not blind-
ness then serious derangement of
vision, is worthy of serious attention
even if taken with the proverbial
grain of salt. To be an alarmist in
matters of sanitation can do no harm,
for tendencies are always in the op-
posite direction and the care of the
eyes is very important. Even if the
diagnosis has been faulty and ordi-
nary cases of inflammation have been
set down as trachoma, yet, no harm-ca-
come of keeping the eyes clean,
using an antiseptic wash and watch-
ing for further development. For-
tunately, Santa Fe has had for a year
The agricultural statistics for
Oregon were made public today by
the Bureau of the Census and give
some explanation for... the splendid
growth of that northwestern state.
The value of its farm lands and build-
ings is $453,000,000, or almost nine
times as much as the total assessed
valuation of New Mexico. The num-
ber of farms exceeds 45,000 and the
total acreage is almost 12,000,000.
While the percentage of increase in
area the past ten years has been only
15, that of value of farm lands has
been 2C2, which shows that farm
lands are a good investment and in-
dicates that New Mexico farm lands
Per 8lmmons.
i "How do Jack and Joanne over man
age to scrape a living?"
f "Why, he makes the money flrsi
and she makes It last" Harvard Lam
poon.
makes it simpler to understand why
the present community of action of
England and France in financial as
well as political questions serves to
block effectually German aspirations
for the extension of political and com-
mercial influence in the near East
At the present time there is lacking
In Germany adequate capital for her
own enormous industrial expansion at
home, and In this her situation resem-
bles our own. As for foreign enter-
prises, for these she must have the
aid of Paris or London aid which in
the present state of affairs is steadi-
ly refused.
The New Mexican Is quite willing
that the Democratic leaders of New
Mexico voluntarily shoulder all the
responsibility for the delay to state-
hood for New Mexico. :.
U. S, Canada, Mexico ."UBfPayableThroufbout
Who Did?
She (as the light suddenly went ow
In the crowded car) Oh, George! Yoi
shouldn't kiss me here!
George I didn't Life.
too, which today may be acquired for
a trifle, may tomorrow be worth a for--
now medical inspection of the school) tune.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Chicago, 3; Pittsburg, 0.
New York, 7; Brooklyn, 1.
Philadelphia, 10; Boston, 0.
St Louis and Cincinnati Tie.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Washington, 2; New York, 0.
Detroit, 5; Cleveland 1.
Boston, 13 Cleveland, L, .
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
'
.
- i D. BARNES, Afsnt.
Business It Business.
children and its progressiveness will
bear fruit in the better health and
greater attention paid to sanitation
and prophylaxis In many homes that
otherwise would have been disposed
Mrs. Mould John, dear, do you re
The board of county commissioners
of San Miguel county has awarded the
contracts for three new bridges to
cost $14,000 and thus set a praisewor-
thy example to other counties. Santa
member old Mr. Miserskln?"
Mr. Mould: (the undertaker) Don'
I! Plain oaa and brass SttlnKs!"to be careless.
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PERSONAL MENTION FOR EASTER WEEK
board decided to close the school at
once. This left tho pupils without
final examinations and the expected
advance in grades. The parents now
took a hand and requested that the
school continue, which the board re-
fused to do. Mandiiiiuis proceedings
followed, but the court held that it
was really a matter for the county and
Ladies and MissesUNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking Business
Received another filling
in line of Mats trimmed
and untrimmed :: ::
Probate Clerk George Y. Armijo is
in Albuquerque.
Miss Flo Moore is visiting frionda
in the Duke City.
Former Covernor Miguel A. Otero
is in Albuquerque on business.
J. E. Heidenreith, a traveling man
of Kansas City, is at the Palace.
territorial superintendents to pass on,
before the courts could be resorted to.
;In the meantime the patrons have
rented quarters, hired the teachers to
Pumps
Oxfords
Your Patronage Solicited H. E. Pettigrew of Chicago, is reg-- : finish the work of the year. Should MISS A. MUGLER
istered at the Montezuma hotel. the board decline to recognize the I
illiam C. Hon, a business man of final examinations, there will be
is at the Coronado hotel. ther doings in the .Malaga school
and Mrs. W. G. Vley, of Toledo, trict.
'H. B. LAUGHLIN, President H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
WE. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier to be built along the river.Knights Templar.
Rio Pecos Commandery
Ohio, are sightseers at the Montezuma.
A. J. A. Bodenhauscn, a clothing
salesman of St. Joseph, Mo., is at the!
Setting Good Example.t u .. rt r,... .... rr $tzs Hiffh ShoesThe ofKnights Uenlplar attended services par,y has made further extensive im-- :Palace.
A C. L.' Pollard, the Espanola business "" Pr?shla lavements on the 1G0 acre farm achurch. The KnifhtsA to f,,vV Illjics ,0Iow town. This was orig KIPPENDORF-DITTMMA- N, FAMOUS MAKE1
en nn J
church from the Masonic temple. The:jUH;y a very uninviting tract. The
services were impressive. Rev. A. A. !t fiiager Mr. Dearborne, however, hasDavis made the Easter sermon and etxeteded in making the land produc-dwel- t
especially on the resurrection. tive and with improvements now
R. M. Fessen.len and Mrs. H. F. way. this will become one of the
Parr rendered solos. The decorations j b paying farms in the west,
were appropriate and beautiful.
Misses Low Shoes $1.75 to $3.50
and timber man, is a guest at the
Montezuma.
Rev. B. F. Summers has returned
from a visit to his homestead in the
Estancia valley
J. A. Wood of Kansas City, interest-
ed in mines in southern Santa Fe
county, is at the Montezuma.
Justice of the Peace A. L. Kendall
of Cerrillos, southern Santa Fe
county, is at the Coronado.
Hon. H. C. Abbott of Springer,
of the legislature and well
known stockman and merchant, is a
INSURANCE
Boiler)
Real Estate
(City Property-Ranch- es etc. Renting)
Surety Bonds
Among the floral decorations may be
noted Azalias in full bloom, owned
by John T. Bolton.
NOT AN EXPERIMENT.
Paint Lick, Ky. Mrs. Mary Free-
man, of this place, says: "Before I
Easter services were held in all the commenced to take Cardui, I suffered
churches and fine music was heard in
Patent
Leather
Gun Metal
Suede
visitor in Santa Fe.
all. Miss Rena P. Waltz and Mrs.;
Kaufman sang in Grace church, Mrs.
George W. Brantley in the Baptist'
church and John Moore in the Meth- -
cdist church,
so much from womanly trouble! I
was so weak that I was down on my
back nearly all the time. Cardui has
done me more good than any medicine
I ever took in my life. I can't pos-
sibly praise it too highly." You need
not be afraid to take Cardui. it is no
0 Dr. A. Henry Dunn, who has
aroused such excitment over the al-
leged existence of trachoma here left School Term Closed.
today for Cochiti to continue his The winter term in the Otis school! new experiment. For fifty years, itO. C. WATSON & CO.
Offices 119 San Francisco St. Santa Fe, New Mexico
district closed on Friday with appro- - ALL the Desirable Styles & Qualities
THESE SHOES ARE NOTED FOR THEIR WEARING QUALITIES AND
LASTING BEAUTY
has been found to relieve headache,
backache, and similar womanly trou-- ,
bles. Composed of gentle-acting- ,
herb ingredients. Cardui builds up
the strength, preventing much unne- -
cessary pain. Try it for your troubles,
today.
work.
Francis C. Wilson, New Mexico at-
torney for the Pueblo Indians, is here
from his headquarters in Santa Fe,
looking after official business. Las
Vegas Optic.
Harry Franklin, who spent last
winter here is back in the city, where
he has many friends. Mr. Franklin
has been in the middle west for sev-
eral months but is glad to be in Santa
Fe again.
priate exercises. The school has had
a successful year under the direction
of Lewis R. Ross.
Given 50 to 99 Years.
The jury work for the April term
jof the district court is finished and
the jury discharged. David House
was convicted of manslaughter and
will he sentenced before court a6
journs. Santiago Martinez was found
"QUALITY & PURITY" Jguilty of murder in the second de- - noilHis Grace, Archbishop Pitavalgree and sentenced to the penitenti- -1P PPi mf$$ p im 5 1 t I f1 J. 1L-- . -- fi t ..leaves i o ciociv ims auernuun iu. arv ff)r a tem from fifty t0 ninety.the east to attend the meeting of tbe ljT1 .... Martitlp, nnlv tu. wpaVRoman Catholic aeo killed another man near Carlsbadarchbishops of the
church, and will later leave or during a drunken row. - i
Europe.
Miss Letitia McElvaney who for the
past eight months has been visiting
A $10,000 Bungalow.
W. P. Nichols, who recently moved
here from New York city, has about : "ALWAYS
:virs. lyier ai me rresnyienan mis- - completed a iarge bungalow in La
sion will leave this week forschool, banUsHuerta on the of the Pecos riv.
Spokane, Wash., to take charge of the ' The bllilding is modern in every
Young Women's Christian Association way and wiU cost over ?10i00o. Ar- -
there. i mntrommtc llflvo hoftn firYYirTnfr feir
RELIABLE" i For the Remaining Days of Lent
Hon. T. B. Catron will be in Kansas
City this week on important private MackeraI 12c 15c 20c & 30c I
: BETTER
very extensive improvements along
the river bank from Major Bujac's
fine residence to the Tansill power
dam. Trees have been set out the
whole distance and plans for a num-
ber of residences are being prepared
business and from there may go to
Washington to take a hand in the
fight for immediate statehood. PURE COD
FISH1, SHREDDED COD FISH IN TINS,
Mrs. Angus McGilvray will leava
tomorrow for her home near Estan FOR LESS:
SMOKED HALIBUT, SMOKED WHITE FISH.
SARDINES-DOMES- TIC AND IMPORTED.
CHEESE
cia.
A
,
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes and
Col. W. S. Barlow arrived in Las
Cruces on Monday for the annual of-
ficial inspection of Company A, First
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
Infantry, New Mexico National Guard, '
IMPORTED SWISS, BRICK, ROQUEFORT,
NEW YOHK CREAM.
City Eggs 30c a Doz.
The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.;BUTT BROS. CO.:
SIGN WRITING
First Class Work Guaranteed
PAUL P. LACASSAQNE
309 San Francisco
Street
A home is not completely furnished unless the hall has an
inviting appearance.-Mak- e, your husband give you a hall
tree for Easter and get it from
AKERS-WAGN- ER FURNITURE CO.
EXPERT EMBALMERS &
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
under the, command of Captain Philip
Dessauer.
Col. and Mrs. W. A. Fleming Jones
entertained at luncheon Tuesday at
their home "Las Moras," Las Cruces,
Dona Ana county, Adjutant General
A. S. Brookes, Colonel W. S. Barlow,
Captain Philip Dessauer and R. H.
Sims, receiver of the United States
'
4
iDRUGGISTS H. S. KAUNE & CO.- -
Phone Red 161 West Side Plaza 4
4
land office.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts returned
last night to Raton. He will return
Friday evening and hold court in
charmbers Saturday. Sunday Judge
Roberts will leave for Mora, where
he will open the district court for
Mora county on Monday morning.
Las Vegas Optic.
Charles Sapp, who has been drilling
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
PONGEES AND FOULARDS
the cast for The Masqueraders, and .,
who has made ouite a hit as drill mas-- !
Could you rebuild without serious loss if you burned out
We sell PROTECTION.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
Santa Fe, N. M.
Phone Black No. 52
ter and good mixer, leaves today for W
the east. Mr. Sapp has made many
friends here and they all wished himj.j
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for youi
Waists and Gowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS & -
EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.
Adolph Seligman Dry Goods- - Co.
.sw.l l.v.lk UIIU ..will. IV (JLV APRIL 20 and 21
SANTA FE DAM OF BEAVERS
back to Santa Fe when another show
is given.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bren arrived to-
day from Albuquerque where they
made such a great success of "The
Masqueraders." They will take charge
of the local cast which will give the
play here tomorrow night. Mrs. Bren
PRESENTS JOE BREN'S LATEST
AND MOST BRILLIANT SUCCESS
'THEllASmMS" Have You Seen BIG BEN?i Come down and look at him in our window. He is known and sold IheA new line medium. priceworld over for $2.50.
takes the part of the Yama Yama
ilancjng girl and she is a little beauty
both on ahd off the stage.
General and Mrs. W. D. Snyman
and Miss Snyman are here from their
former home near Las Cruces. Gener-
al Snyman is the man who Is respon-
sible for the location at Los Alamos
of a colony of Boers from South Afri-
ca, which has been located for some
time in Chihuahua, Mexico. His two
sons are members of the Los Alamos
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
NEW SHOES
FOR
EASTER?
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc.ASSISTED BY
MRS. JOE BREN
1-
-1 r XrMVTTV San Franciscohhh 11. I Ull lr, Street
And the Following ALL STAR Home Talent Cast facolony. Other Boers will arrive heresoon. They are now engaged in?
bringing their ' herds and property
from Mexico. Las Vegas Optic.
f THERE IS NO STYLE OR SIZE FOR MAN, WOMAN OR CHILD
I WE CANNOT SUPPLY: ALL THE NEW THINGS IN PUMPS,
S OXFORDS. & HIGH SHOES. OUR SPECIALTY-CLOTH- ES FOR DOG CLOSES PUBLIC SCHOOL.
Mrs. Cartwright Qus Koch
Mary Foree Frank Keefe
Oeniveve Morrison E. P. Davies
Julius Loomis G. Volney Howard
AND A SINGING AND DANCING CHORUS-GORGEO- USLY COSTUMED
1 THE FEET. $
I JOHN PFLUEGER. I Continued from Page one.)
natural death and the sorrow over-hi-s
passing was general. The next day
the children trooped into school,
wearing crepe. The last sad rites
were duly performed and an appro-
priate epitaph placed on the tomb. In
WE ARE NOW READY TO
Frame Your Pictures
INTRODUCTORY PRICES-AS- K FOR THEM
EASTER CARDS AND NOVELTIES :
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
Tickets on Sale at Fischer's Drug StoreFIRST CLASS HACK SERVICEi this reference was made to the school
authorities, the names of the directorsBuggies andSaddle Horses
For Hire at
Popular Prices being used. This dog business did
not sit well on the official stomachs 1 Thursday & Friday Nights April 2021(2 rnDDirif'C HAfK l ivc THEODORE CORRICK, Prop.bUlimvn 4 Willi. of the directors, and after deep cogi-
tation and consulting dusty tomes, the
ilgSSMSiSS
ANDDAYSERVICE
I
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
1
SOLE AGENTS
FOR
Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric Tea Pots
SOLE AGENTS
.,r-- FOR
Electric Irons That Stay Ho 5
Electric Toasters
Water Heaters and Percolaters
Santa Fe Water and Liht Companyl
'f--
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Thr Fountain Head of Life f)lirs ISt, Louis Rockv To the Dyspeptic and STSi and 11X01.::- -.iii'.l IS
f:-
.4. 1 w -
Is The StomacbI1; Pi" "" tl'lle or;-jr-
, are w.
.,kea.l or impaired ni or more (n..t, ' t
rr''VV ,' '1 ' k "' v.mit.Dz. ini,.,:ml pa.n... j.i I,,.,.. ";aJiu-l.,- ci.t:ly, di,m. a. consuii..on, oolic, c.timkI ,.,looila, t'j'sHsMW, iW. bo., lUtulouc, Mumiufa ache. In all such catoa is at cue -- f,
the town, the community without a
newspaper might as well be oft the
earth, for without this great booster
and moral leveier the average public j
will know little about them and care
less. The Daily Globe.
Fighting the Saloon. '
The devils and the angels have
asrain engaged quarters at Columbus
nd are preparing to hold a grand re- -
vival arid build on to the fair, new j
Pacific Railway Company. V Wrj'i1 "t
VGENERAL OFFICESRATON NEW MEXICO
A man who has a veaic and impaired stomacn aim who uuh not
properly digest his food will soon find that his blood has become
weak and impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly and
insufficiently nourished.
Dr. PIERCE'S GOLDEN NlEDtQUL DISCOVERT
makes the stomach stroni, promotes the flow of
digestive juices, restores the lost appetite, makes
assimilation Derfect. invigorates the liver and
p w mi
Up)I:i eil.'i-- t Sept, 1st 1910( Kt'U.l uvu) de Carlos, tt- pU'! lid T'lia: uiuc!.it.st I
iln- cur rr
12STATION'S
A e.tfe and ;tliM,iiu.y !i.triiiie! rvmeity prepared LOI nmlouhteti stiiitiinijj 'ii I.aropfi.S'I'O.M A I.I X rt'ii.n- s inu, dipeifion, ptimuluT
rcslnrinj; t ti ji t iv; f:n: Uoms to i heir normal puwur, m
the appotitA, and t
U;j.t rht-j- m.iy perform tin.-
M...Ar!lies Moines. Nl;V
r nil.-.'- 1.
J
ts JSTOM A I.I tiv.i iia'; io bruin woi i.ers iiicrriisos tlio r.apsieity for eftmf ch:li!.-ct.- I v'it:'.:. i!io y..u!hf;il a:ui .tL'd. is ii!s.iut..y haruih!,. 7,-
H. FII';i:A ; O .. AtfPnt. I . S., Xvw York.
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parities and enriches the blood, it is the great blood'maker,
flesh-builde- r and restorative nerve tonic. It makes men
strong in body, active in mind and coot in judgement.
This "Discovery" is a pure, glyceric extract o American medical roots,
absolutely free from alcohol and all injurious, habit forming drugs. All its
ingredients are printed on its wrappers.. It has no relationship with secret
nostrums. Its every ingredient is endorsed by the leaders in all the schools of
medicine. Don't accept a secret nostrum as a substitute for this time-prove- n
remedy of inown composition. Ask your neighbors. They must know of
many cures made by it during past 40 years, right in your own neighborhood.
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N. Y.
mines m mm(.Lv. . . Ktuou. N. M
.OliftQii House N" M
SHrt-'sto-
Koehlr .luni!tlon ..
4.1
65
the preceding years. Other states
which produced bauxite are Alabama,
Georgia and Tennessee. Kxploration
was carried on in the new Georgia
b; uxite field in Wilkinson county.
The report, which contains a list
of publications of bauxite and alumi-
num, may be obtained free of charge
by addressing the Director United
States Geological Survey, Washing-
ton, D, C.
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Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
J. E. Saint, Albuquerque; A. J. A.
Bodenhausen, St. Joseph, Mo.; Tbos.
Eddleston, St. Paul; E. B. McArthur,
Denver; Nelson Studebaker Riley,
Denver; J. E. Heidenreich, Kansas
City; H. B. Brooks, New York; J. L
Stephen, Denver; II. C. Abbott,
cnunnm neeure a
but no resident of Taos ever appears
on the list. Election time seems to
b. the only period when Taos county
ever appears to be on the official
mind of any territorial officer, and
then the wires are hot with messages
of inquiry, and the answers always
carry words of cneer to gladden the
official heart. Perhaps Taos county
is regarded as being too solid to be
in need of any support, but a little
recognition and encouragement now
and then is apperciated by everybody.
Taos Valley News.
.OuaaeoH at Colfax with E. I'. S. W. Rjr, train both North'and'Soutli.2
Stan-- 'or Van Houten N, M. .neets trains at Preston X.lM.'
Staxi. le.iv-- s I'to r.trfe. M. M.. for Klizalx'thtavrn. N VI.. at 9:00 .t. m, daily except
undrys, Kare 52 00 on.' wav $:.50 round trip; fifty pound bagease carried frpp.
.1. A S train li.-- M:im;s, N. M-- . for thu south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
tub at 4;38 a m. ufi5SS5ZEF!3?5!
town a much needed (?i enterprise
in fact the old boy with his band of
recruits has been here all the while.
He has been working under cover,
however, since the last demonstration
but his work i3 so coarse that it is not
feared that he will make any very
rapid progress in the course of his
present revival.
It will be remembered that nearly
one year ago an attempt was made to
secure a saloon license here when
the thing was nipped in the bud and
the cause defeated without much dif-
ficulty, leaving the promoters in an
ugly predicament, tearing their hair
and saying mean things about the op-
position. This was the second at-
tempt.
Again, about two months ago, one
James P. Walker of Kogal, N. M.,
came here, pitched camp and proceed-
ed to establish a saloon, an enterprise
which he said he had been informed
was badly needed at Columbus. When
it developed that a license could not
be secured without swearing falsely
as to the real conditions here, Mr.
Walker packed up and quit the town
without ceremony, notwithstanding
he had rented a residence, had his
family here and was making arrange-
ments to put up a large 'dobe bus-
iness building "nitty pronto.''
Nothing further was pulled off un-
til last week, when a Mr. Howell,
coming here from Wilcox, . Arizona,
came and looked over the situation
and was instructed by the dive pro-
moters, as to what course to pursue,
and, of course, he took hold of the
thing by the wrong end, got all balled
up and now there is not really mucn
for him to win out, while if
Mr. Howell had been left to plead his
own case, using his good judgment, he
would have stood a little more show
of putting the deal over.
As it was, the Board of County
M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.
C. C. DEDMAN,
Superintendent
Aluminum.
I'eihaps no other metal lias been
Uoctl in so great, a variety of ways (lur-
ing so comparatively brief history
as has aluminum. It is a question
whether the automobile industry
would have made such remarkable
progress during the last decade with-
out t lie accompanying development
of the metallic aluminum industry, for
very many of the castings used in
the manufacture of motor cars are
made from this light, rigid metal. The
use of aluminum in the recently born
art of aviation is also of great popular
interest, and here again, the same
qualities of lightness and rigidity
it.
Aluminum is the most abundant of
all the metals. It is an essential con-
stituent of all important rocks, except
sandstones and limestones. H is found
chiefly in the silicates such as the
feldspars, micas, clays, etc., and as the
hydroxide in the mineral bauxite,
from which it is now produced on a
commercial scale. Its oxides make
up between i and lfi per cent of t he
earth's crust. In spite of the great
abundance the metal itself was, up 'c
l&Su, a chemical curiosity, and one of
the early reports of the United States
Geological Survey quotes it at $1.25 a
Troy ounce $13 a pound. The reason
for its rarity and high price was the
lack of a commercial method of ex-
tracting it easily and cheaply from its
chemical combination with oxygen,
for which it has a remarkable affinity.
Springer.
Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Uley, Toledo;
.T. H. Marshall, Philadelphia; George
E. Cole, Kansas City; E. C. Louis.
Denver; M. R. William, Las Vegas; C.
L. Pollard, Espanola; P. V. Winches-
ter, Albuquerque; H. E. Pettigrew,
Chicago; David Beer, New York; ,T.
A. Wood, Kansas City; I. Gans, Cin-
cinnati; C. H. Thompson, St. Louis.
Coronado.
William C. Hon, Estancia; William
Baylen, Cuervo; A. L. Kendall, Csr-rillo-
Pablo Salazar, Albuquerque.
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
Prom nntfl Fp To El Paso' Bisbee, Douglasand an points i a New Mex
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL io Torrance, Thence
Who is the Dog in the Manger?
It. is reported that the Santa Fe
Railway Company is at. work on a
new schedule which will put its mail
train into Roswell two hours in ad-
vance of the time made by the auto
line that runs out of Vaughn. As this
will have the effect of putting the auto
mail line out of business, it is pro-
posed that this service be changed
so as to run from Roswell to Tula-ros-
The El Paso chamber of com
merce is rendering all assistance pos-
sible in the undertaking. El Paso
Times.
Tell the Reporter.
Don't lie to the newspaper man. If
a reporter asks you a question regard-
ing something for publication, tell him
the truth, the whole truth and noth-
ing but the truth, and tell him simply
and plainly, if you do not wish to be
quoted you won't be. and the reporter
would languish in jail before he would
Good results always tollov.- - Trie use
of Foley Kidney Pills. They give
prompt relief in ali cases of kidney
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
by all druggists.
ITHE 0 m
BEST ipj ORROUTE WEST break confidence, "give you away" tobe more exact. If it is something you
For Catarrh
Medicine Free in Euery Case
Where It Fails to Relieve
Neglect or pessimism, we belive, is
the greatest enemy the public has to
contend with when applied to the loss
or recovery of health. Piactically
every case of consumption might
have been cured if hope had been
maintained and proper treatment had
been resorted to at the first symptom
of the disease. Until the advanced
stage is reached consumption is cur-
able. Catarrh is responsible, we be-
lieve, for many cases of consumption
It is about catarrh we want to talk to
you today, incidentally consumption
since the two are so closely allied
We have a medicine made from a
prescription of one of the most suc-
cessful catarrh specialists known. We
believe it is positively without an
equal. We are so satisfied that we
are right, that we will supply the me-
dicine free in every instance where it
is used according to directions for a
reasonable length of time, should it
fail to give satisfaction in every par-
ticular. We want every one to try
this medicine at our risk. There are
conditions attached to our offer. We
put the user under no obligation to
us whatever.
The medicine we want you to try
is Rexall Mucu-Ton- It is a catarrh
remedy that goes direct to the seat of
trouble. It is carried by the blood to
every part of the system. It purifies
With the introduction of electrolytic do not t.u.e to have )rmleA just yet
processes tne metal nas now taken a tell tne reporter and he will hold it
high place among the chemical ,,,, until the proper tjmp. rn other
Commissioners, (who, by the way, pr--
not of the gutta pcrcha type) were
asked to grant a saloon license lot
Columbus and were presented with
all data. The cause had been de.eat-c- l
before and this imo it must go
inei.ua, ami iiu.u a in uuiili ion ui .m . tn ;p the voiinitoi- - intn vnnr
pounds 111 lssj its consumption confidence and you will never have
cause to regret. Daily Globe.amounted in 190!) to the enormous
total of 34.210,(100 pounds, valued at
For rates and full information address
EUGENE FOX, a- - p- - & p- - AsEl Paso Texas.
approximately 2:; cents a pound for : Aut0 Road to s,nta ce.
ingot metal. Ngw Mexico jni Commissioner R.The uses of metallic aluminum, par-- j F Krviflu chairman of the board of
ticularly in bimetallic tubing, which j county commissioners I. Sparks andis employed in paper making and in h. S. Stevens, cashier of the United
chemical and other lines of manufac-- ; states Bank and Trust Co., Santa Fe,
ture, is making a steady growth, and visited our city Wednesday afternoon
promises a large and substantial vol- - ana attended the special meeting of
BEAVERS' CARNIVAL,
Masonic Homecoming,
Elks' Meeting.
ALBUQUERQUE
April 17th22nd, 1911
$4.15
Round trip rate from Santa Fe
Dates of sale April
16th to 21st incl.
Return Limit April 23rd, 1911
ume of business in the near future.
The manufacture of aluminum cook-
ing utensils is also on a sound footing.
These utensils have won their way
through, but the commissioners saw a
clean cut case of misrepreseni't'ion
and began to investigate. It later de-
veloped that the citizens of Columbus
were together in defeating thi case
and the commissioners were asked for
a little time in which to furnish evi-
dence to the real conditions here, to-
gether with a protest, all of which
Las been done. A move is also oil
foot to deal with such false affidavits
as may have been furnished the uom-n- .
ssioners in connection with the
As there are certain facts in this
case which cannot he overcome there
U little need for the citizens having
any uneasiness. The situation is
well in hand and nothing but a strict
compliance with the law will influence
the Luna County Commissioners tc
deal us this most contemptible nui-
sance for the mere sake of dirty dol-
lars. Columbus News.
the board of trade that evening. These
gentlemen came as representatives of
Santa Fe to promote the building of
a public highway between the capi- -WHEN GOING mto favor by sheer force of merit, j tal and the Farmington fruit district,
despite their rather high price. They propose that the territory take
Aluminum is extensively used iu the about one-hal- f the expense of con- - and enriches the blood, tones up the
mucous cells, and brings about a conST OR WEST dition of health and strength that
tends to prevent the germs of con-
sumption from getting a start. Besi-
des this, Rexall Mucu-Ton- e is a won-
derful appetizer, digestive aid and
iron and steel industry for removing
oxygen from iron and other substan-
ce and in welding. Metallic alumi-
num has also the power of combining
chemically with the gases imprisoned
during the cooling of metals, thus
preventing porosity. Its use in cast
struction and that each county bear
the other half of the portion within
its borders. Everyone of the twenty-fiv- e
or thirty citizens who attended
the meeting was heartily in favor of
the plan and it begins to look as
though we will be able, by putting our
shoulders to the wheel and working
theuse
flesh builder. Its good effects are of
ings, where it is alloyed with copper,
SCOTTISH RITES
REUNION.
SANTA FE, N. M.
April 17th, 18th, 19th,
One and one third fart from all
points in New Mexico to Santa Fe
and return. Dates of sale, April
16, 17 and 18.
Return limit, April 29th, 1911
"Santa Fe All The Way"
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Sorings and Pueblo
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
CITY OFFICE IN
ten felt from the very first dose. It is
one of the largest and most satisfact-
ory selling medicines that we have
ever had anything to do with.
We know so much of the great good
that it has done that we personally
back it up with our reputation and
money, which fact should be ample
guarantee to satisfy anybody. Rexall
Mucu-Ton- e comes in two sizes, 50
cents and $1.00. We urge you to try
it. Remember you can obtain Rexall
Remedies in Santa Fe only at our
store, Fischer & Co. Drug Store.
Plays and Players
The Masqueraders.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bren, who so
successfully staged the Inside Inn
here last fall, arrived in the city on
the noon train from Albuquerque,
where they just finished producing
the Masqueraders for the lodge of
Elks, and where they made the most
sensational hit that has ever been re-
corded in that city. They are now
here to put the finishing touches on
the same show which they will pro-
duce for the Beavers tomorrow and
Friday nights finishing up the work
zinc or nickel, is also growing. It is diligently to bring the construction
one of the most malleable of all met- - ot' tnis roau "bout and thus put our-al-
It takes and retains a very selves within fen hours travel by way
high ponsh and is therefore employed o( Santa Fe by auto instead of three
in the manufacture of articles of ,la's railroad travel at the expense
everyday use almost without limit. of $17-5- t'r fare and $12.50 for hotel
Some of these newer uses are for wall blIls ea'-- W11' which the present
paper," ceiling panels, stamped or j condition. Farmington Enterprise,
hammered trays, etc., as a substitute
for lithographic stones and zinc plates Wnat ls Home Without a Newspaper?
and in the panels of cars and carriage Writing editorially, a Nebraska
As a powder it is used in lication recently gave a description of
the manufacture of nontarnishing the home without a newspaper,
paints and varnishes. Alum- - j senting a woeful picture of depravity,
inm paint is valuable in protecting ignorance and desolation. There is a
iron and in rendering woodwork part- - j brighter side, however, to the story in
ly fireproof. the substantial fact that few homes
But, although aluminum is now i can be found where the newspaper is
within reach of the general public's j not in evidence. In nearly every ham-purs-
really only the first stage has let there is somebody who can read
NEW MEXICAN DLDC
OR
UNION DEPOT
CALIFORNIA SUMMER i
Excursi o ns!
which Mr. Sapp has been doing here
for the last week. The Bren's with
the assistance of Mr. Sapp, have a
gieat system. Sapp goes' ahead and
gets everything in shape, being an
artist in that line, and then the Brens
come in and smooth off anything that
is left undone, dqing this in almost
every large city in Kansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma, Colorado and New Mexico.
been accomplished in wresting the
metal from its various rock combina-
tions. Aluminum is commercially re-
coverable only from bauxite, a com-
paratively scarce mineral. The next
and that somebody first of all wants
the newspaper, even though all else
o: literary character is excluded.
Old and young alike give first at-
tention to the local publication, and
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.PROFESSIONAL CABOS
step in order to place it in the fore-- j read and reread, passing from hand to
front of the common industrial metals j hand, the paper and the enjoyment
and increase its usefulness a hundred-- 1 and satisfaction derived is heightened
SAN DIEGO,
LOS ANGELES,
April, 18, 19, 20,
May. 12, 13. 14.
SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,
April, 18, 19, 20,
May, 12, 13, 14,
$50.90
fold is to obtain it cheaply from ordi
In this city though their work will be
light, as Mr. Sapp has certainly round-
ed a crowd of amateurs into such fine
PROEERT & COMPANY
Investments
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for Sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
$49.15
by the pleasurable anticipation of
looking forward to the coming of the
next issue. Books are good, maga-zines- e
have much to commend them,
but the local newspaper, with its
multifarious record of facts and
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-
Santa Fe, .... New Mexlc
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-
Mining and Land Law.
shape that it needs very little to have
them ready to raise the curtain, Ev-n- y
member of the cast and chorus
are and every one
nary clay. In an advance chapter
from "Mineral Resources of the
United States' for 1909, W. C. Phalen
of the United States Geological Sur-
vey, mentions a group of recent pat-
ents for lk production of elementary
silicon from clay, with the formation
of pure aluminum as a The
production of the metal from clay,
and other Business Opportunitiesi
throughout Taos county.
' Bank References Furnished
Taos, New Mexico.
j fancy, is thene plus ultra of attraction who has had the good fortune to see
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
One way via Portland or Seatle, April, 18, 19, 20,
May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, 31.
$68.35
a rehearsal say that it is simply wonto the whole household. Heads of
families want it, recognition is given
to the fact that the children must
derful, and will be well worth double
the price of admission. There areDR. C. M. RILEY,
still a good bunch of seats left forsays M. Phalen, is a goal which hasjhave it, and mutually they enjoy and
long been sought by many experimen- - 'are made wiser and happier and moreVeterinary Physician and Surgeon. Return Limit, June 30th and July 31st, 1911both nights, but every one is coming
in so fast that it is quite evident thatGraduate
of McKillep's Veterinary
College of Chicago.
ters.
The present prices of metallic alum-
inum are among the lowest yet re- -
both houses will be packed. In Al
buquerque, on the second night, there
Taos, New Mexico.
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in tje Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
corded, and it is Mr. Phalen's belief were over 300 people turned away and
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: Chas. Closaon's Barn.
Day Phone Black 9.
Mi?ht Phone, Main 134.
$25.00
ONE WAY
Colonist Tickets on Sale Until April 10, 1911
Santa Fe All The Way
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
this alone shows what a big drawing
card the Masqueraders really is. Mr.
Bren held a rehearsal with part of the
cast and chorus this afternoon, but
that these figures will result in stim-
ulating the consumption of the metal.
Mr. Phalen also presents figures
showing that the 1909 production of
bauxite, the present source of all me-
tallic aluminum, was 129,101 long tons
by the information it con-
tains. Strengthened mentally, social-
ly, morally, they come to know and
believe that tne home without the
newspaper if such a home can be
found does not deserve the name, be-
cause the great contributor to hap-
piness, to sound thinking, to right liv-
ing, to moral and social upbuilding, is
wanting 10 complete the picture. The
local paper is very mindful of the
welfare of the commun.ty and in sea-
son and out of season is exerting its
influence Io this end, regardless of
the fact that perhaiw sometimes its
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.valued at. $.".79.-- 17, a growth of :,2per cent in quantity and of more than
tonight the final rehearsal will be
held, tomorrow a little e
will be given each performer and then
tomorrow night, in the blaze of foot-
lights, and a brilliant audience, the
show will be on. Hurry for those
seats; let other things go, as this is
the chance of a life time.
Santa Fe, N. M.40 per cent in value us compared with
19.17, the latest previous normal year
of business. Arkansas led in the pro-
duction of bauxite, showing almost a
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-
Practice in the District and Su-
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention- - given to all business.
Santa Fe. New Mexico
ROUND-TRI- P
pecuniary interests would point in an
phenomenal growth as compared with opposite direction. Oh, yes, the home, ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.CONVENTION FARES
HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-
There is Only One
"Bromo Quinine"
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO IH ONE DAY,
VIA
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RAILROAD
To
Los Angeles, Cal. $49.15
Oakland, Cal. $50.90
San Francisco, Cal. $50.90
ON SALE
APRIL, 18, 19 and 20, 1911
Return Limit, June 30, 1911
For full particulars call at
Carrying the TJ. S. mall and pas-
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is-
land Railroads ;and the Atchison, a
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar-
rive in Roswell at. 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. ar
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
POLITICS ANDPDLlTlG!flNS
Eliminating the Recall.
Plans are being worked out for
the admission of Arizona and New
Mexico during the present session of
congress, but it is gratifying to note
they do not contemplate the approval
of the recall of the Arizona judiciary.
El Paso Times.
After the Flesh Pots.
We read every few days of the
appointments made by Governor Mills
of some member of a territorial board
or of some official In another capacity,
Baggage allowance 100 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at. the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excur-
sions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Always remember the full name. Loot
for this signature on every box- - 25c.
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In all the District Court"
nd gives special attention to cases
UNION DEPOT or Gen'l Office
4 1! S0jC J W. STOCKARD. MANAGER
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SO THEY KICKED THE KING j LOOKS AFTER THE PENNIESBIGGESIT
- - - -- mmTfm
'MI A UIMGATHE
Boston, hitherto the most massive in '
America, could stand within St. John's
crossing and leave three-quarter- s of
its area bare. The dome is of almost
SHE
j equal span with that of the mosque
of St. Sophia at Constantinople andDIAL III COUNTRY
Good Stories Told cf Harry Lauder, i
the Popular Little Scotch
Comedian.
Harry Lauder, little switch comedi- -
, nearly urn feet higher. The dome of
St. Paul's, London, is slightly wider,
How English Schoolboys for Once
Failed to Overlook a Title
Much Honored.
Most public school men who look
back upon their school days will admit
they were scarcely conscious of the
origin of any of their fellows. The
son of a tradesman had an enual
FOR RENT House furnished or
unfurnished. D. L. Lowitzki.
out JG feet lower. The rotunda of
the canitol at Washington is nf the
Washington. West Virginia and Wy-
oming, without any provisions for
such action at any time by a mere
majority. These twenty. five states can
be classed together on this point, us
there is so little diff-.-- nee between
three-fifth- s and
"In Connecticut a majority of the
lower house may propn?.- amendments
in one legislature, but two-third- s of
each house must take action
in the next legislature.
"In Massachusetts ai'icn is requir-
ed by a majority of the senate anil
two-third- s of the lower house in two
successive legislatures, while in Ver-
mont it must be by two-third- s of the
senate and a majority of the house in
!n. the ereau-u- exponent of simon pure
thrift Broadway ever knew, the man
who never let a guilty penny escape,has been "separated. uj3'.jit.uii;uu,iix..m;,?!i!f,fl "
Fourth Largest Edifice of Its
Kind in World Conse-
crated Today
FOR SALE Ho'l.--i l,o;(i L'nnds rmilF1VE1EARS .chance of being popular with the sou i it were, and as a result he is out lust
of ancient I
furnishings
('ail at anv
at 201 2 Galibteo street,
time.2j,0O0. A lioston financial 'anrW.n
induced the wee Scot to invest $25,000
an family. Tom Hughes was
unerring in his Judgment when he gave
his schoolboy hero the simple name of
Tom Drown. Rev. Augustus Orlebar,
whose fight at Rugby suggested to Tom
Hughes Tom Crown's fight with Slog- -
same superficial area, but the ceiling
stands I S3 feet above the floor and
that of St. John's 252 feet.
The total superficial area of St.
Peter's, the greatest of all cathedrals,
is 227,009 square feet, a little less
than double that of the next largest
at Seville, Spain, which has 124,000.
Third comes the Dumo of Milan with
107,000 square feet, and fourth St.
John's with 99,500. Other notable
churches are Cologne Cathedral, 91,- -
FOR
p.od a
evfie.
SALE surrey;
"''' Good Excelsior motor-Inquir- e
at this office.
in copper stock which is worthless.
Getting $25.fiu from Lauder brandshim as a youth deserving of the title
Napoleon of Finance.
Finally Cured by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound.
Erie, Pa. " I suffered for live yearsfrom female troubles and at last waq
WILL H0LDJI00 PEOPLE
Already $3,500,000 Expended,
When Complete Will Cost
$10,000,000.
ger Williams, thinks that the modern To illustrate Lauder's frugality thisone legislature, and a majority ofeach house in the next legislature.lalmost Li.li.ieso i . .
In
Doy is pampered beyond reason and is j story is told of how Otis Ekn, a IiritIn Tennessee a majority of one ish music hall favorite, once heard that
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Patens furnished. Ribbons and sup-
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. makes handled.
All repair work snd !.,..
kveut to three don.
tors and they did
me no pood, ho my
sister .iMvit.fi it.o in
legislature and two-third- s of the next
must act before amendments can be
submitted.
Harry was saving more money thanhe (Elen) was saving. He went to
Lauder's room to ask how he managedIt.
try Lydia E. l'ink-- j
' - 0 u .nam's vegetable anteed.'Action by two legislatures with a Santa Typewriter Ex- -I: o m ti n a n .1 . Phone 2.''1.when r ) ', Vi- i legislative election intervening, is lV- -
4C4; St. Paul's, London, 84,025; St.New York April 19-- The Episcopal Soi,nla Constantinople, 70,000; NotreCathedral of St. John the Divine, Damej Paris 6410S; Westminsterthe largest ecclesiastical structure in Abbey 61 79'the country and the fourth largest in 'T"0 'Last A) Tjme
Christendom, was solemnly consecrat- - Th construction is everywhere de-
ed here today. Although only partial- - signd for aU the agS The outerly it has beenconstructed, already walls are of cream colored granitetwenty year in building, at a cost of from Lake Mohegan, New York, faced
iunt-- m vumiecuciM . iK mware, lnuionly two bottles I
could see n. b--
"Wait till I blow out the candle,"
said Lauder, "and I'll tell you." jAnother time, when Lauder was in
New York he was in a wine-buyin- j
party at the Astor. Everybody but the
'
Scot bought wine. When it came his
chance, so I took FRATERNAL 53CIEIIESKi 'Hi' six bottles and I am
nOW Rtrnnrr orifl l
danger of losing his hardness; also
that he resp-ect-s rank more than for-
merly. The pampering may sometimes
be real, though we suspect that strict
medical observation, hygienic condi-
tions and careful choice of food are
commonly mistaken for pampering.Rut we cannot accept the social snob-
bishness. Mr. Orlebar says that in h!3
day "It was almost a handicap against
a boy to be the possessor of a title."
We are not sure that the attitude of
the present public schoolboy is notbetter. He would not press the pos-
session of a title against any boy; he
would feel instinctively that to do 30
would be to make rather too much of
the title, which in his view obviously
could never be so Important as colorsin the cricken eleven or the football
team. There used to be a storv that
T fATi'f. 1,..- -o.auu.uuu, ana it may tane as mucn with Dautifulinsi(Je a softj buff aain turn to buy he sighed: MASONIC. "Montezuma Lodce
No. 1, A. F. A-- A. M.Alonger to complete it, at a total
es- - limest0ne from Frontenac, Minn
timated cost of $10,000,000. grained vaults above the choir
Seating accomodations are now pro- - be brilliant with primary colors
vided for about 1,700 persons, but al- - the lofty dome of the crossing
The
will
and
will
"Well, boys," he Baid, "It's my turn '
to treat Come along with me. I've
got a fine bottle of old Scotch up in
my room I bronrhr it nur u,nn ,.":
my umniis lor me coofi it nfls clone
and I hope all suiierinsr women wi1!
pive Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetaldo
Compound a trial. It was worth its
K. F. D. o. 7, Eric, r.i.
Lydia E. Hnkham's A'etretablo Com- -
Regular communi-
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at
On another occasion he was with a
drinking party, and instead of liquor jhe took cigars, for which those who j
treated him paid 60 cents apiece.
ana, Iowa, Massachusetts. Nevada.
New Jersey, New York, North Da-
kota, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Tenm ssee (once in
six years), Vermont and Virginia, and
was required in Oregon teior to iy;i2.
Not Submitted to Voter;.
"In Delaware the amendments are
not submitted to the direct vote of
the people, but may be adopted by
two-third- s of two successive legisla-
tures, with a legislative election be-
tween the two.
"In South Carolina s of
one legislature may submit amend-
ments to the people, and, if ratified
by the voters, approval by a majority
of the next legislature is necessary
to adopt.
"In the greater number of the states
when submitted to trie neotile a ma
7.3u.
H. H. DORMAN,
Master
Secretary.CI IAS.
though consecrated for present use, blaze with mosaics and gold. At its
four-fifth- s of the work remains to be four corners stand four masonry
done, and the full capacity will ap- - piers, supporting the ceiling of the
proach 7,000. At present the in- - dome, and the weight of the tower
terior walls stand in great part as above. Each of them is 26 feet square,
they were laid, in jutting tiers of its load is 34,718,000 pounds, and it
rough granite; the fluted roof of stands on concrete foundations, bed-th- e
crossing is only a makeshift of j ded forty feet below in living rock,
terracotta to be torn down later; the j Impinging upon the piers, and now
arches from which the transepts j visible in all the photographs of the
will spread are blocked with tempor-- j cathedral, but later to be completelyVrnffle. flavin. if. A u .. il
Harry put all but one in his pocket.He spent two hours smoking that one.After the drinking was over the little
comedian went to the cigar counter
and said to the man in charge: "I say,
man, wud ye mind givin' me
cigars for these ones'" Tho
when it was arranged that the Duke
of Genoa, then a boy at Harrow, was
to succeed to the throne of Spain every
boy in the school (of sufficient size,let us presume) solemnly kicked him
in order that he might have the grati-
fication of saying in after years that
he had kicked a king. An embroidery
upon that significant leeend tells uh
Santa Fc Chapter No.
1. R- A. ,U. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
pouuu, matte irom native roots and
horbs, contains no narcotic or Inrmful drugs, and to-da- y holds the recordfor the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases we know of, andthousands of voluntary testimonials
are on file in the Pinkham laboratory
atLynn, Mass., from women who havebeen cured from almost every form offemale complaints, such as inflamma-
tion, ulceration, displacements, fibroid
tumors, irregularities, periodic paintbackache, indigestion and nervous
prostration. Every suffering woman
owes it to herself to give Lvdia E. Pink-ha-
s Vegetable Compound a trialJ" ?',ant sIeci;l advice writeMrs-Pinklia- L vtiii, Mass., for it.It is irce and always helpful.
CLANCY DIFFERS WITH OWENS.
exchange was made and Harry went"j vuuit:l ..i nuivj&eu uy me exterior wails, are io nis room with five times as many
cigars aa he had at the start.jority of those voting on amendments that only one boy rejected the greatis sufficient without any such
four flying buttresses, the heaviest
ever built, which will take up the
thrust of the arches and distribute
their load evenly on the piers. It was
not felt wise in so savage a climate
as that of the Atlantic Coast to ex
provi- - opportunity, and he was a member of
JOHN H. WALKER,
II P.
ARTHCa SELIGMAN, Secretary.sion as in New Mexico thnt thnt mn. a royalist family. When asked whyjority must be at least 10 per cent
of the total votes at the election,
which still leaves it nossihle for a
he had refrained he piously exclaimed:
"How could I kick the Lord's anoint-
ed?" The Spectator.
self is but a cement bed on which the
mosaics will yet be superimposed;
only a hint of the full glory appears
and yet so noble i3 the harmony of
the ample dimensions and so rich the
promise of fulfillment, that the
fragment opened to the public today
is itself an invitation to worship.
Devotion and Sacrifice.
"How has the mighty undertaking
been financed?" asks Canon Robert
Ellis Jones. "By the same devotion
and sacrifice," he answers, which act-
uated the best of the mediaeval ca
Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon-
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
P. m.
How McKinley Got a Job.
Congressman Duncan McKinley. the
silver-tongue- d lame duck from Califor-
nia, who was defeated in his own dis-
trict last November while he was dis-
pensing Republican oratory in other
parts of the country, was in the east
right after election. He met President
Taft in New York.
"Awfully sorry you were defeated,"
said the president
"Yes, so am I," admitted the con
(Continued irom rage One.)
pose them, constituting as they do
the only guarantee of the structural
integrity of the whole, to the attacks
of rain and frost, imperceptible at
first, but implacably destructive in
the course of the centuries.
Neither Iron Nor Wood.
No iron and no wood is used in
the frame work of the cathedral pro-
per. The floors are of Jiollow tiling,
the walls of hollow brick, ard the
the examination. CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.W. E. GRIFFIN necorder.Persons named in the applications
as references will be communicated
gressman, with a tone that was as
with. Unless answers are received
from these persons within two weeks
from the date of sending the com
Chief Justice White's Ways.
Chief Justice White, who is one of
the most amiable men in the world off
the bench, is a terror to the lawyers
that appear before the Supreme court
to argue cases. He can argue a case
himself in French, Spanish or English,
and perhaps in some other languages.
He is a student of philology, and when
a lawyer is threshing about as to the
meaning of some word, the chief jus-
tice is apt to break out with somethinglike this;
"Give the Greek derivative of it"
A common expression from the chief
S5.,
minority of those voting in the elec-
tion to adopt amendments.
"In a number of states, however,
more is required, substantially as fol-
lows:
"In Arkansas a majority of those
voting at a general election; in Con-
necticut, a majority of the electors
present; in Illinois, a majority of the
electors voting at election of mem-
bers of the legislatures; in Indiana, a
majority of the electors; in Minneso-
ta, a majority of all electors voting at
a general election; in Minnesota, a
majority of the electors voting at an
election; in Nebraska a majority of
electors voting at election of legisla-
ture; in North Carolina, a majority
of votes cast at a general election;
Santa Fe Lodge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
Monday of earh mxnth
thedral builders. The cathedral has
no official source of revenue. No
organized effort has been made to
draw on the interest of Episcopalians,
and yet, gifts of all sizes have flowed
in, from all quarters. Five dollors
come every year from a seamstress up
the Hudson. The inmate librarian
of a city refuge gave one tenth of
his salary, and one dozen old men in
good as an affidavit. "But I am not
going out of public life."
"That's good ; what are yon going todo?" asked the president.
"Don't know yet, but I'm going tohave a position in the public service.
I'm willing to leave that to you."
roof of tiling again, with a copper
sheathing over all, needed only for
a weather screen. An elaborate heat-
ing and ventilating plant is already in
operation. Hidden electric lights
will rim the arches of the choir with
the third
munication, the application will not
be accepted for the particular vacan-
cy for which this examination is to be
held, but if received within four weeks
it will be considered for any vacancy
which may arise in the future requir-
ing similar qualifications. The appli-
cations of those persons whose refer-
ences fail to answer within four
- f.ou ociock in the evening inMasonic Hall, south sifie
incandescence. A closely woven sys-
a church home earned by making j tern of telephone wires will connect
nets and hammocks $250, which they the vast wings for the ofuse its gov
Visiting Rite Masons are cor-
dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
begged might be 'built into the ca
The president laughed, and so did
the congressman. The story goes that
Mr. McKinley filed on two or three
good things that were found already
preempted and finally got his eye on
the collectorship of the port of San
Francisco.
He gets the job and will remain in
oublic life Washington Times.
thedral."
Many Beauests
justice is: "Illustrate it; illustrate it."
To have the chief justice lean over
the bench and explode a question un-der a green lawyer is apt to make the
latter lose his feet completely. Some
days ago, when the attorney general
was arguing in the Standard Oil case,
the chief justice shot out:
"Give an illustration of it."
But it didn't scare Lawyer Wicker- -
A revenue thus derived cannot be
in Ohio, a majority of electors vot-
ing at election of legislature; in Ok-
lahoma, a majority of all electors vot-
ing at election of legislature; in
Rhode Island, three-fifth- s of all elec-- ,
tors voting; in Tennessee, a majority1
r,f ill vntii. f
.i,
erning clergy. As the choir with-
draws in the recessional, its blended
voices will be brought back to the
kneeling congregation through sound-
ing horns, with apertures inside the
walls. The building will be as nearly
imperishable, indestructible and re-
sponsive to the needs that have called
estimated in advance, but bequests
weeks will be canceled.
This examination is open to all citi-
zens of the United States who com-
ply with the requirements.
For application blanks address the
Quartermaster's office at Fort Bayard,
N M., or the undersigned.
No application will be accepted un-
less properly executed and filed with
the undersigned prior to the hour of
are now known, which, if they mature,
will be sufficient to insure continued
progress. The choir is now roofed vprmnnr T.7' , ,V";:t" I""'. " shara- - He in court before
and partly cased with the limestone it into being as it has been possible mwhich will later furnish the entire in tor human ingenuity to make it.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of easti
month. Visiting broth-
ers are invited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
Dak Bungalows of India.
The Dak bungalow of India is a
blessed institution for the weary Dak,
as the natives call the traveler. He
finds these little shelters dotted over
many of the parts of
the country, generally not more than
"UBSterior. The eight giant columns,
each G5 feet high, exclusive of the
caDitals which cluster about the al
"'' 7 and 18 hardened. He proceeded to il- -freemen in Wyoming, a majority of lustrate what he was trying to tell,the electors at a general election. and seemed to satisfy the court with
Forty Per Cent Requirement. it
"The wisdom of having at least a
40 per cent requirement will be seen: jide Turns Eastwhen we reflect on the fact that the Among the surprises of the federalvoters take but little interest in such census of last year were the returnsquestions. I have not the fimiri.o tn fmm rha
STOCK OF STATE
BANKS TO BE ASSESSED
tar, between the ambulatory and the
chancel. a.re in nlace with the names one long day's march apart. They
closing business on
..ay 15, 1911.
C. L. SNYDER,
Secretary Twelfth Civil Service Dis-
trict. Location: 241, Po. O. Building.
Place: San Francisco, Cal.
Mr. Clancy Answers Owen.
Acting Attorney General Harry S.
Clancy has received a copy of the
Washington Star in which Attorney
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler.mean warmth when one has been
chilled to the bone by biting winds or
important Ruling at Austin, Texas
of Assistant Attorney General
Walthall.
carved upon them of those whom their
donors wish to commemorate. Two of Secretary.shelter from the driving rain and hail
..u.u uiiumc wcavcru Hiaiea.
give on this but I find in Stimson on Throughout a large part of the richestthe seven chapels in the apse of the
chancel have been completed, and Austin, Texas, April 19. A ssistant. uiiBLnuLiuiis uie statement tnat ex-
- ana most prosperous farming region ofDerienCe has fttmwn that vnVa tha r.n.,ntrv iit IJwith them their stained glass win Attorney General J. B. Walthall gave t utvo uii .wu- - v.w Vfuunuj mo imai pupUIttUOn, Usritutionai amendments are ridiculous- - was found, had decreased absolutely a3General Frank W. Clancy, who nowdows. These are the gifts of August county Assessor John D. Hill an im-
portant ruling upon the assessment of k Ais in Washington arguing a case be-fore the U. S. supreme court, answersBelmont and Mrs. Edward King. Sev
iy ftiaan, ana, as an instance, that in wen as relatively. The returns haveXew York in 1!05 an important nt yet been analyzed by the census
storms, the latter so common in north-
ern India that planters Insure their
crops against them, and so violent
that both men and cattle are often
killed by them. The bungalows usu-
ally consist of two bedrooms and a
dining room, with rough outside build-
ings providing a kitchen and sheds for
horses and coolies.
en tapestries deDicting sacred sub stock or the state banks. This onin- - nmPTirlmPnt waa l,. ...... niifhoritioa with n !. J tSenator Owen of Oklahoma on certain matters appertaining tojects and woven originally for PopeAdrian VII in 1630 at Rome, already Naw naroiy one-tent- h ot the vote for gov- - tne fuI1 extent of the rural depopula- - Independent Or er ot Ceavers.Santa Fe Dam Nc. 80. I. O. R hnldnMexico's constitution. Mr. Clancv
ion declares that capital stock of state
banks is subject to taxation and
should be assessed against the indi-
vidual shareholders upon the basis
goes right after the Oklahoma senahang in the spaces between the windows and the apse and the full com its regular stsfion at 8 p. m. Meetings"I wish to take exception to Sena- -
desPHe a considerable urban growth,
ton Owen's statement that in New an area west of the Mississippi andtor without mincing words and showsthe fallacy of the statements. Theprovided by statute. Acting under theplement will add iaree more.
- The nortl1 of tne Missouri larger than theMexico, by the use of an onen bntit
After our life in the untrodden for-
ests of South America, it was campingde luxe. Mary Blair Beebe, in Har-
per's Magazine.
article is as follows: whole of New England contained few.ruling of a former comptroller, coun-ty assessors of this state failed to election frauds are made easy, and
"IM u,,u mini Friday. Visiting Broth-
ers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,
PresidentC. J. NEI3.
Secretary.
Senator Owen's statement to the that there is no provision in the con
organ and carved chair stalls, the gilt
of Levi P. Morton, are m place. The
great crossing at the intersection of
the nave and the transcepts, designed
for the main assembling place of the
er people In 1910 than in 1900. The
loss of rural population, which is by
no means confined to this section.
effect that the constitution of Xcw:siitntinn m ,oni
.,.t .t,assess state bank stock and for thisreason the ruling of the attorney srert- - ... aa ucc ou u,u mat it-i- in the constitution a provision 7cannot be amended is absolutely un- - similar tn tho0 in m, !,.. Beems !n a measure the outcome of aneral's department will be far reachingin its effect and bring in considerable
Wanted to Know.
Tommy had been taken to church
for the first time, and there was much
about it that Interested him. it wn
congregation, is roofed over, and with eastward migration of experienced.true," said Frank V. Clancy, attornev
" - - VlllCI DldlCS
which makes it the duty of the legis- -revenue to the state. It has been con general for the territory of New Mexthe unfinished transcepts and the
nave shut in from the weather by con
well-to-d- o farmers that promises to re-
store to its oldtended for some time that state bank just before the sermon that his curiosico, who is in Washington to take tluo agriculture in the eastthe thepart in the argument of a case before! nuritv nf ni.ntfn. L, ll Prospenty.-N- ew York Sun.stock was taxable as other propertycrete screens, the remaining wing
and work on the lantern and towers and in a number of instances onin- -
ity got the better of his silence.
"Muvver," he whispered.
"Hush, dear." said his
the supreme courtions by city attorneys have set out In an interview with a reporter for
the abuse of the elective franchise. In
the same section is a clause makingtt imnADDlliln T.r.,.n 1. j,
Faith and Works.
Representative Crumnacker of Indl. "Wait until church is over."tnat fact. These now find themselves
above can go on without annoyance
to worshippers, each finished unit to
be thrown open upon the main body
the Star Mr. Clancy insisted that the
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood of
American Yeomen
Meets Second
and Fourth Thurs-
days, Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Farmer.
"But, muwer, I want to know sum.vindicated by the attorney general's '"i'vooiuic uavt: uuiuus oi regis- -constitution framed for New Mexico1 tm.irm , ana assured Representative Korby of
office. i pin," said Tommy.of the edifice as it becomes ready may be more easily amended than the! nnlitical n.nrtv wt,. v ' the same state that 11 was ten minutes "Well, you must wait, dear." caM hiefor use.
Romanesque
constitutions of most of the other naeded ":t to 12 "althouSh" he added, "my watch
states. 10 'ne IZTT7J1 beAf-e- mlnu- l- We or the mother.Lame shoulder is nearly always dueto rheumatism of the muscles, andIn style the cathedral Is Roman "Examination of article in nf thp'i otner or tne correct time."
quickly yields to the free application
of Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale
constitution will show that amend-
ments may be proposed at. anv regular
esque, with strong traces of Byzantine
influences, or as the architect in chief,
G. Grant LaFarge, son of the late
a constitution is not only unwise and
improper but dangerous.
Secret Ballot Law.
"Senator Owen gives the impres-
sion that in the past the secret ballot
"I'm afwaid 111 fordet, muwer," he
pleaded.
"Very well, then, what is it?" said
the good lady, bending down to catch
the little chap's words.
"What does dat minister wear his
nightgown for. Ain't he fTflt. flnv nr.
by all dealers.
"You are not as confident about
your timepiece," said Korby, "as my
friends, Bishop Chatard of Indianapo-
lis and Bishop O'Donoghue of Louis-
ville, when they compared watches
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.session of the legislature by a two- -Grant LaFarge, describes it. "so far thirds vote of the members." said Mr
D. & R. G .EMPLOYESas the cathedral in the larger sense Clancy, "and by a mere majority of nas not been in use in New Mexico, once upon a time. Tt is Just threeARE GIVEN A RAISE.Is Gothic, it is the Gothic of a very but for nearly thirty years we have minutes to 9,' said Bishop Chatard. Jamis?" asked Tommy. Harner'nThe conductors on the Denver & had a stringent secret ballot law Weekly.
the members once in eight years,
which shall be submitted to the peo-
ple at the next general election and
may be ratified by a majority of those
early period; the time of transition
from the simple Romanesque to the in; "Tt is exactly four minutes and aRio Grande today were given an ad New Mexico."
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
(Serial 01232S Not Coal, Pecos For-
est).
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
(Republication)
Santa Fe, N. M., March 15, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
vance in wages by the officials aftermore complex organism." Nowhere half to 9,' retorted Bishop O'Donaghue." T know the exact time,' exclaimed
Bishop Chatard, 'for my watch is one
several weeks' negotiations. Two NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.Is the constructive scheme based onthe pointed arch. The mvsterv of thousand men are affected. The Das
voting, provided that majority equals
or exceeds fourtenths of all the votes
cast at the election and in at leastsenger men get a raise of 10 ner centlong vistas down dim, pillared aisles
Trying Times.
"Doing well, young man, I see."
"No; just struggling along."
"But that fine adding machine?"
"A demonstrator left It on trial."
"That new typewriter?"
"An agent forced it on mo for
and the freight conductors an in one-ha- lf of the counties of the state. lowing-name- claimant has filed no
crease of 7 2 per cent. The tele A state constitution should nossess tice of his intention to make final
;ln which I have the utmost faith.'
Department of the Interior. " 'Ah, bishop,' replied the prelateU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M rom Louisville, 'we must not hope to
March 17, 1911, succeed through faith alone. I have
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-- ' not only fa,tn in my watch, but I know
ita Ribera of Pecos, N. M., who, on
' Dt ,tB sood works.' "
March 11, 1904, made homestead' en-- j
try amended Dec. '. Iflin. Mn 7siji. Takina Chances. V
some quality of permanency and stagraph operators are also negotiating proof in support of his claim undertor an Increase In pay. The conduc month,"bility," continued Mr. Clancy. "It isdifficult to imagine how greater liber-
ality with regard to amendments cnnld
tors and telegraphers put in their
nas Deen exchanged for the solemn
grandeur of a grand central cross-
ing, wherein the congregation may
mass within the sound of the preach-
er's voice, lighted from above by adomed lantern of sixteen windows,
surmounted in turn by a central
tower.
Commanding Site.
"At least those expensive clirara An.claims some time ago. but the confer note ready money."be provided without throwing the con-- jences were postponed until after an Tno; I smoke ten and return tho03717, for N 2 SW Sec. 27, SE1 yon were to Uve abroad, wheretlnuance or amendment of the consti rest."4 jnj;; 4 and NE SE section."'"1 you Boraetution into every state election, Tt i
adjustment was made with the en-
gineers, which occurred several weeks
ago.
Tn Sicily, on account of the nic;, township 17 N.. ranee 19. F. w m
very doubtful whether a mere majoriThe site is the most commanding people there."P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
sections 1G and1 17 of the act of March
3, ISni, (26 Stats.; 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof willbe made before Register and Receiv-
er at U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N.
M., on May 5, 1911, viz: Nicario Quin-tan- a,
of Rowe, N. M., for the claim
1418, being the W 2 SW Sec. 28,
SE 4 NE and the NE 4 SE
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove hi3 actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twentv
ty nave power to submit amendments wnat manes yon tninfc there aretion to make fina. five year proof, to
establish ei.-.t- to thQ i0 'Only nice people in Sicily?"to the popular vote. It tends tooFOLEY'S i .
On an Auto Ride.
Sentimental Daughter Oh, father!
Look! Isn't the dying day beautiful?
Practical Parent (awakening from
nap) What? Wbere is it? 1 didn't
know we hit anything? Puck.
mucn to reduce the constitution to the scribed, before uutsr ,h The other sort have all emigratedlevel of ordinary legislation. to America."-Tol- edou Blade.s. land offi n snnt, v. XT
..vau UillJ DJA Q LcL rf M III M fin ts rHONEY-T- AR . " w" vt" uay oi May iyii Mistaken Calculation.nL ?onfltutions f which sol Claimant names as witnesses:i. w..Uv,, mcj aic me uuiy ones Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera, L Ljf"1 n s ; determined toGonznlea t,ih , r-- marry a donna Vwhere amendments are more easv nfipM A Pollto Explanation."You used to send me ennAv anFOR ALL COUGHS AKD COLDSFor bronr-fn.- v, j years next preceding the survey ofthe township, viz:initiation than in New Mexico. Theyiriaue Rihern ,it t r 136 has an absurd idea that she
jn tne city, on wnat was tne battle-
field of Harlem Heights, overlooking
the main plain of Manhattan, the Hud-so- n
River, and Long Island Sound.
It occupies three city blocks, bounded
by 110th and 113th Streets to North
and South and Morningside Drive and
Amsterdam Avenue to Last and West.
The cathedral itself is a cruciform
structure 520 feet long, 165 feet wide
across nave and aisles, 23S feet wide
across transcepts, having two western
,
towers in angles made by arms of the
cross, with a central tower and spire
planted on a base 100 feet square
and rearing its final crosa to a height
of 425 feet. As the (treat dome of
flowers," said Mr. Meekton's wife.
"Yes. Henrietta: butare Arkansas, Minnesota. MissouiticKiing in thf T?oo;oiu, vv w ruive xur HingingMANLKL R. OTERO, Btead of U8lng ft fo Wm
Register. vhat Bne thinks."
Vicente Quintana. Antonio Roybal,both of Pecos, N. M Cleofes Garcia,
Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowe. N. M.
recommenrlpH f u:u j Oklahoma, Oregon and South Dakota.It is correct to say that only three of tnose days I could do what 1 liked:with my salary."delicate persons. No oniares. A these have constitutions more easilv D.n-k- i- -- ,.. .
...1 oensltA nviiauiB ivieaicine rxu 1 A NARmedicine, not a narcotic. The!iee Hive on th .i COTIC. "He called me a liar.""Well, aren't you a liar?"
"Yes, but it makes me mad all ovef
for somebody to tell me about it"
amended than ours, and that in 'every
other state the constitutional difllcul-tie- s
as to amendments are greater
than in New Mexico.
n5?r?.. f ' the genuine. Refuse
His Misfortune.
The boy stood on the burning deckAnd shrieked out half demented:
Doggone the doggone luck! I wishThe wireless was Invented."
Mrs. P. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says'
"Our little boy contracted a sever,bronchial trouble and as the doctor
morllolna ,1 ,1 . , . .
suDsututes.
Any person who desires to protest
against tha allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the laws and regulations ofthe Interior Department why such
proof Bhould not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-mention-
time and place to cross-examin- e
the witnesses of said claim.
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee, vet Requirements In Other States
says Foley's Honey and Tar is still uiu uui cure mm, i gave MB'Three-fifth- s of all members of the FnWa ., . . .
" mm i aiiiuucj vuiupouna mlegislature are required to propose which I hve t fatt t ......
The Modern Way.
"Will your daughter and her hus-band live with you when they returnfrom their wedding Journey?"dT,tB
lD Aiabanla'FIorida. Ken-- the cough as well as the c'hokingnd
lucity, Maine, Maryland, Nebraska, gagging spells, and f ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
the crossing dominates the interior, so
the lofty tower, soaring from the
ledges of Morningside Heights, will
dominate the exterior.
Great Site.
Some idea of the size of the ca-
thedral is to be gained from compar-
ison with other notable cathedrals.
The central tower of Trlniy church,
more tnan tne best. He writes us,
"All those that bought it think it is
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best. Our baby had a bad
cold and it cured him in one day.Please accept thanks." Sold by all
druggists.
North Carolina and Ohio, and 37 ri 8Ure about "'thirds in California. Colorado. Delll rlLlTv0.8. H,ney .r! ?e.w,ajr Sad e telked " seems likely
How He Got In.
St. Peter (to applicant) What wasyour business when on earth?
Applicant Editor of a newspaper.St Peter Big circulation, of course.
Applicant No, small; smallest in
the country.
8t Ppter Pick out your harp.
ot tnat submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
"sirsra drsS. the s- . - zxssz? ions as f if you want anvthlna on earth 4na New Mexican Want Ad.
I
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No. 4no. 4 Andrews "Cash"
GROCERY and BAKERY
the world's largest locomotive, a pic-
ture of which was published in an
eastern paper recently. The locomo-
tive which is numbered 3,000, is 121
feet long and will be operated tender
foremost as the greet length of boiler
obstructs the engineers view. The
engine weighs 750.000 pounds and has
TEX pairs of driving wheels and a
total of 24 pairs of wheels. Oil will
Fe is going merrily on. The standing
of candidates is as follows: JIis3
E!oia Delgado, 54S; Hiss Lucy Nap-
oleon, 153; Miss Lena Baca, 130.
First Lecture on Saturday The
first of the series of lectures to be
Riven under the auspices of the Wom-
an's Board of Trade by members ol
the University of New Mexico facul-
ty will take place next Saturday ev-
ening, 7:30 o'clock, at the High
School auditorium. Tickets for the
i minuM ui 1 1 lunbu s
N Santa Fe, X. M., April 19.
S The weather forecast for New
S Mexico Fair tonight, warmer
N in south portion Willi frost in
V north portion. Fair and colder
Thursday.
Safeguard Your Fosse
&y Mhysys Using
single lecture, 25 cents; for the whole'!
BUTTER-Merr- itts Best, per 3b, 30c
VEGETABLES
Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc. -: -:
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.
ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE FRL'IT JUST RECEIVED
DON'T FORGET OL'R BAKERY DEPARTMENT
R M
be used as fuel. It will be suggested
that this engine be used between Al-- j
buquerque and Lamy o bring Xo. 10
in on time. j
Suits Filed A suit was filed in the
district clerk's office by P. A. Speck-- !
man vs. the Board of County Com- - j
misioners of Torrance county, and Al- - j
len Barrett for an injunction restrain- - j
ing the county commissioners from j
giving certain printing contracts to
Mr. Barrett. Judge McFie granted ai
temporary restraining order and fixed j
the return day for May 4. An injunc- -
tion r.uit was also filed by the Rio
Phone No. 4. F. Andrews Phone No.4.
cohrse, 50 cents.
From 30 to 57 Degrees That was
the range in temperature here yes-
terday, and the average relative hu-
midity was 41 per cent. The lowest
temperature last nighl was 33 de-
grees. Yesterday was clear and
slightly cooler than usual; the mean
temperature for the day was 44 de-
grees or four degrees below the nor-
mal. There was a heavy frost in ef-
fect this morning and very thin ice
was observed on standing water. The
weather man reports that there was
no injury to fruit blossoms, as a re-
sult.
University Extension The univer-
sity Extension lecture course will be-
gin next Saturday evening. Tickets
for the whole series of these lectures
cost only 50 cents each. For singe
lectures, the cost is 25 cents. Course
tickets may be secured at any time
up fc the beginning of next Saturday
evening's entertainment at 50 cents
each, at the Library.
World's Largest Locomotive The
Santa Fe railway can boast of having
Rlado from Pure Grapo
Cream of Tartar
Its purity, wholesomeness and
superior leavening qualities
are never questioned.
i Alfalfa Seed and Onion Sets will be
found at GOEBKLS.
Train Was Late Again Santa Fe
train Xo. 10 was late again today, two
hours or more, and Xo. 3 arrived
ahead of time.
Marriage License A marriage li-
cense was granted at has Vegas to
Abelino Estrada, aged 23, of Varia
dero, and Irene .laramillo, aged IS, ol
Trementina.
Coronado Open at Night Lupe
Herrera, proprietor of the Hotel Cor-
onado has decided to reopen the res-
taurant at night to accomodate the
public. His son, Xick Herrera, will
be the night manager.
New Line of Draperies A new line
of draperies at the Seligmau Broth-
ers' Store is announced in their ad-
vertisement today. All the latest in
burlap, .demins, taffeta-- art
'
cloth,
scrims, silkoline, etc. Also a full line
of carpets, rugs an 1 curtains,
The Queen Contest The queen
'
contest for the diamond ring to be
given the most popular lady in Santa
Grande Live Stock company vs. Pe-
dro Pino to re3tain Mr. Pino from al-
lowing him to water sheep or allow
them to trespass on the lands of the
stock company. Judge McFie grant-
ed a temporary injunction and fixed
the return day, May 15.
Boy Confesses to Burglary Depu
ty Sheriff Dickenson arrested Edward
The Giving of Easter Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVER-
SALLY OBSERVED EACH YEAR
NO ALUM
LIME PHOSPHATENO
Ccx a hoy .about 15 years old at Si!- -
ver City, charged with robbing thei
store of W. H. Stillwell of guns and!
ammun'tion. He confessed and po?nt- -
ed out to the officer where he had
secreted a part of the plunder and two
rifles and several thousand cartridges- -
PARTICULARLY SUITED FOR THE OCCASION
were recovered, also a Colt's 45 re-
volver, which he had sold for $3. A
white man aided in the robbery and
the boy gave a good description of
him to the officers. He was last seen
near Whitewater.
Indian Hospital at Laguna Ac-
cording to Reuben Perry, superintend-
ent of the Albuquerque TJ. S. Indian
ft our Roof
Alum Is' a powerfcl astringent with verydecided Irritant qualities, owing to which, whentaken Internally in sufficient quantity, It Is emetic
and purgative, and may soon cause Satal gastro-intestinal Inflammation." U.S. Dispensatory, p. 144.
"The use ol alum and salts oi alumina In foodShould be prohibited." Prof. Wood, Harvard Univ.
Nntioe that all advertisements
of the cheap Esakssig powders
osriGeal the presence of sliem jTherefore read the takel.
We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses Gold and
Silver Plain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY YOUR BEST FRIENDS
.
f 3 f
!
ft Should' be the BestManufacturing
Jeweler.S. SPITZ, school, who recently returned from;Laguna, the government is now spend-- jing ?;i,000 there on a hospital for the:'it
j
treatment of Indian tuberculosis pa-
tients. 1
i
.rrz
. j
Judge Erb Arguing Judge J. Erb
of Chicago spent the forenoon arguing I
for the. intervenors in the New Mex-
ico Central receivership case and his
voice which is powerful, could be
heard all over the court house, as
well as court room. The judge wasFor MADE OF
HEST GRADE MATERIALS the picture of earnestness and his de-
livery was excellent.
Seeking Work in New Mexico
Mayor Seligman has received a num-
ber of letters from easterners in-
forming him that their physicians
recommended a "dry climate" and
that they would like to come to New
Mexico and get employment here.
Ladies Ultra Shoes for
$3.00 a Pair
Weather Proof Compo-Rubbe- r
Roofing is the Best Made.
We Guarantee It.
At small cost you can cover your
roof with WATERPROOF and have an
absolutely tight roof, that will not
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
about half as much as shingles and is
better. It is a non-conduc- of heat
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mecha-
nic required. Comes put up in roll
with nails and cement inside of the
package. It will last from 15 to 20
years. Come in and let us show you.
The Santa Fe Hardware
& Supply Co.
panies, who hope to land contracts
for building bridges in Santa Fe.
Representatives of companies which
furnished street paving material call-
ed on the mayor this morning. Among
these were M.' Marshall of the Barber
Asphalt Company and John Laughlin
of Trinidad-- , Colorado.
Get Those Permits People are still
digging sewers, altering the course of
the city's streets, as it were, and yet
forget to ask the city for a permit.
It is pointed out on Palace avenue
that a ditch has been dug, and now
that it is filled up again, the earth is
left untamped and unpuddled, a viola-
tion of a city ordinance.
Stone Crusher's Motor Coming
Mayor Seligman has received word
that the new motor to run the stone
crusher which the tty hopes to make
such good use of, will arrive here to
morrow. In that case, the crusher
will be put to work.
Masons Giving Degrees The sixth
reunion of the Ancient Free and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite Masons continues
today. The 31st and 32d degrees are
being conferred this afternoon with
great eclat. There are fourteen can-
didates and their names will be pub-
lished tomorrow when the name of
the class is also given.
Commands in New Mexico Col. E.
Z. Steever, comander of the military
in and about El Paso,, now,, commands
all troops on the border between Pol-vo- ,
Tex., and Columbus, Luna county,
where troop C of the Fourth cavalry
is now stationed. His territory for-
merly extended only to Mai Pals, N.
M.
If you want anything6n" earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
One letter asked if English or Span- - j
ish was spoken in this territory. ThejjJ" St. Louis. kuN0is;j
i
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ft
, yi The letters will be referred to Sec-retary Richie of the Santa Fe Cham-ber of Commerce. '
Discussing Bridges At 3 o'clock
this afternoon a discussion ' on
bridges was opened in Mayor Selig-man'- s
office. City Engineer John H.
Walker was present and so were rep-
resentatives of various bridge com- -
it
ft
t
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CILLE'LI
'FASHION COURT"-DAIN- TY GOWNS AND FROCKIN THE
TO
A Bevy of Beautiful Gowns at Remarkably Low Prices
MADE IN A VARIETY OF MATERIALS, SUCH AS
Satins, Crepe Meteor, Voiles, Chiffon Cloth, Foulards, Marquisette, . Serges, and
Crepe de Chine. In these models the skirts are narrow but not hobbled. Some have
overtunic effect, made with Dutch or low neck, with lace collars or yoke. Bodice and
sleeve are made in one piece, kimono effect, sleeves extending to the elbow. Foulard
dresses are made in bordered effects. Colors are navy, tan, green, brown, light
blue, black and white ' :: :: :: :: :: :: ::
.
.
WALK IN AND SELECT ANYTHING YOU'D LIKE TO WEAR
The reputation of this store will be your guarantee that everything is as represented
NATHAN SALMON.
